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Thief swipes Rats! Foiled again!
three school
·ers
Photooopl

0 Rodent population down, but South Loop construction still attracts vermin
had a recent increase in rats compared to the rest of the city due to
the numerous buildings going up

Bv Jennifer Sabella
News Editor

Ass~tant

0
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Loop home, but they are far out-

0 Police to investigate, Xerox to replace machines
By Andrew Greiner
E<itor·il-Chief
An unidentified man, posing as a
Xerox subcontractor, stole three
Columbia owned photocopiers early
Nov. 23 out of two different campus
buildings.
The thief, dressed in a subcontractor uniform, complete with a
company logo on the shirt, walked
away with machines from the
Chicago Jazz Ensemble office and
the
Fashion
Management
Department office in the I 006 S.
Michigan Ave. Building, which
Columbia rents, and the photography studio in the I I th Street
Campus, 72 E. I I th St., between
8: 15 a.m. and 9:30 a m.
Jim Mullen, an administrative
assistant in the CJE office, said the
thief came in Nov. I 9 and scheduled
a service appointment for 9 a.m. on
Nov. 23. The thief showed up early
for the appointment, around 8:35
a.m., and proceeded to exit via the
freight elevator in the back of the
building where he loaded the
machines into a rental truck.
"He was very professional looking," said David Levin, managing
director of the CJE. "He looked like
the kind of guy that you would
expect to be working on copiers."
The suspect was described by
witnesses as a white male, approximately 35 years old, 5 feet 9 inches
lall and weighing about 175 pounds.
He was clean-shaven.
Martha Meegan, director of campus safety at Columbia, said she
thinks the Xerox theft may have
been an inside job.
'This guy was slick," Meegan
said. "He staked out the buildings.
He knew who the players were, he

knew where the machines were
located."
Columbia signed a contract with
Xerox during the summer to take
over as the primary photocopiers on
campus. A group of subcontractors
delivered a fleet of new machines to
Columbia in the beginning of the
fall semester.
Meegan said the thief might have
been one of those subcontractors.
'Ths is such an inside job that
once Xerox gets pictures of their
subcontractors to our college community, he will be identified,"
Meegan said.
Corey Plazak, creative and printing services production coordinator,
said the machines should be recovered eventually.
"Besides serial numbers, these
new machines have so much identifying stuff built into them, if anyone
tries to call on these things for service they will pop up as stolen,"
Plazak said.
"There is a black market out
there, so we' ll see what happens,"
Meegan said.
The three machines have a total
value of close to $25,000, Plazak
said. Two of the stolen machines,
the Work Centre Pro 35 models, are
valued at $9,000 each, and the third,
a Document Centre 426, is valued at
$7,000, according to Plazak.
Xerox is working on replacing the
stolen machines and police are
investigating the theft.
"He had the right look and he was
very professional," Meegan said.
"It's understandable how everyone
thought it was legit."
Levin put it another way: " We
were clearly snookered and it shows
a need for us to beef up security."

Eric

Chronicle

The third floor of the 1006 S. Michigan Ave. Building was one of
the sites where a man posing as a Xerox employee scammed
three photocopiers from Columbia.
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"Building in the South Loop is
going crazy," Tipre sa id.
"Wherever building is going on,
there wi ll be more rodent activ ity."
Tipre said the city tries to regulate the rat population during
building as much as possible,
enforcing an anti-pest policy
that requires contracto rs
to hire a pest control company
b e fore

In the future students may

not see much of their advisers
0 New advising strategy designed to decrease workload at Advising Center
By Jennifer Sabella
Assistanl News E<itor

Faculty adv ise rs a rc torn
about the chan ges in acade mic
advising goin g into effect prior
to thi s spring se mester, requiring s tudents to meet wi th
advisers j u st three time s in
their ca reers at Columbi a.
On Nov. 3, facu lt y me mbe rs
received an e-mail from Jim
Mac Donald, assoc iate dean of
the Sc hool of Fin e and
Performing Art s, ex plaining a
new strategy in fac ulty advis in g th at would be implemented
in time fo r the spring se mester.
T he chan ge does not affec t
th e acade mic advisers in the
Advi sin g Cen te r. The s trategy,
des igned to a lleviate the work load for fac ult y adv isers,
require s s tudents to see their
advisers during " key times:"
suc h as when students en ter
th eir freshma n yea r, tran sfe r
students in th ei r fi rst year,

sophomores approachin g the ir
second semes te r and student s
completin g their junior year.
"B y setting these m ini mum s,
we' re making sure that we see
students at those critical
time s," said assoc ia te provost
Jan Garfield.
Accordi ng to the new strategy, ho lds are placed on ly on
stud ents who do no t meet wi th
their ad visers at spec ifi ed
tim es, c hangi ng th e former
once-a-year requirements.
One reason for the c hange,
Garfield sa id , was to all ev iate
the press ure and work load for
advisers in certa in depa rtme nts
whose students far out nu mber
fa c ult y advisers.
" I apprec iate that they are
trying to make less work fo r
us," said Dianne Erpenbach, a
facult y a dvi se r in the Arts,
E nt e rt a inme nt
and
Media
Management De partm ent. " But
co nnectin g wi th stu dent s and
maki ng sure they arc success-

fu l is muc h mo re important
than g ivin g me some extra
tim e."
Erpe nbach sa id she understood the idea behind th e stnlt egy a nd agrees that specified
time s are important, but feels
the chan ge was made without
consulting th e people who arc
doi ng the fac ult y advis ing.
" To te ll you th e truth ,"
Erpenbach sa id , " I think that
shows a lack of credib ility. We
were not informed in a timel y
way."
Garfie ld said the imple men tation of c heckpoi nt advising
was app roved alon g with Oasis
in fa ll 200 I . a nd that thi s dec ision was a lon g time comin g.
" This hasn't been sprung o n
anyone," Garfield said. "This is
not Ia ] new policy."
Ba rb Iverson, Co lu mbia
Coll ege Fac ulty Organ ization
v ice president, al so fee ls th e
faculty advisers had no say in
See Advising Page 6
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numbered. Chicago is home to
an estimated 500,000 rats, and a
good number of them reside in
Columbia territory.
Although, not nearly as many
of the rodents reside here compared with 20 years ago, when an
estimated 6 million rats populated
the Chicagoland area.
Fortunately, the city of Chicago
decided to crack down on the
rats, making Columbia, and the
rest of the South Loop, more
people-friendly than
friend ly.
Smithereen
Management, one of the largest
pest control companies in the
city, was hired by the Chicago
Streets
and
Sanitation
Department to assure that
Chicago's buildings are ratfree, or close to
it.
" Rats are a
problem throughout
the c ity, not just in the
South Loop," said
Ch uck Tipre, operations manager at Smithereen.
Tipre said the South Loop has

in the area.

starting constructio n.
" We've hooked up with construction companies," Tipre said.
"!Contractors] need a city certi ficate saying there is no rodent
activit y ito begin working]."
Despite active building around
Co lumbia, the school has avoid ed the pest problem by keeping a
constant eye on areas that attract
rats, such as alleys, loadin g
docks and•any cracks or holes in
buildings.
Rats Page 6
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Pizza boys 'red'
with anger

T he best gift spots
Chicago has to offer
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Andrew Greiner
Editor-in-Chlef
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Reality TV
he success of ABC's
"Desperate Housewives"
shouldn't come as a shoc k.
The show is a marketing dream

T

scandalous behavior. There are
real stories that are far more
sca ndalous than anything on tele-

come true: attractive women and

I' m sure the 47-year-old mothe r from Fredericksburg, Va., was
pretty desperate when she forced
her 12-year-old son to do ya rd
work nude. She was fed up wi th
the boy's bad behavior in school,
so she punished him by sending
him outside to rake leaves naked.
The woman faces fe lony chi ld
abuse charges, although she has
no criminal history.
Her lawyer said she deeply
regrets her behavior.
And the hundreds of housewives who called a mayoral hotline in search of sex were desperate as we ll. In Baia Mare,
Romania, Mayor Crist ian Anghel
set up a hotline for people with
civic problems, but women in
search of a little hanky-panky
have flooded the line. Anghel has
publicly asked that women sto p
calling in for dates.
See, " Desperate Housew ives"
is not breaking any new ground.
The show is just pointing out
truths in human be havior, and
people are eating it up.
Th is is where the FCC and the
Religious Ri ght are misguided.
Art imi tates life.
What's the point in rai sing a
fuss over a Ja net Jackson nipple
slip or a Jack Ryan sex scandal
or a scan til y clad Nico lette
Sheridan? Why make an effort to
clean up televis ion when real life
is pe ppered with scandal?
The value-driven culture is a
hoax. Everyone has a skeleton in
the closet.
Certain people try to control
what's moral and what's not, and

unscrupu lous behav ior.
Monday Night Football fa ns
were treated to some of th at
genius marketi ng a few weeks
ago when Nicolette Sherida n
dropped her towel for
Philadelphi a Eagles star receiver
Terrell Owens in a " Desperate
Housewives" promo.
Of course, the NFL and the
Federal Com munications
Commi ss ion had a little something to say about the plug,
a lthough it was pretty harm less.
I' m sure the organizatio ns are
worried about how a mild ly lewd
incident, such as this, mi ght
offend the newly popularized
reli gious right.
But these organ izations are
missing the point. The show,
however risque, is not targeted to
horny schoolboys. The towel
dropping commercial is not
going to draw a new crowd to the
show, because it is not des igned
for perverts. The show is successful because the scandalous
s ituations tap righ t into the psyches of many women.
Housew ives everywhere are
desperate.
Husbands everywhere are desperate.
Single people everywhere are
desperate.
People everywhere are fru strated
And the show gets right to that
point. It is impossible to be perfect. no matter how hard you try.
But you don' t have to turn on
the television to get you r fix o f

vision.

dic tate what shou ld and shouldn't
be seen on television. But who
are they to say?
Besides, those who wax holierthan-though usua lly end up getting burned the worst-see Rush
Limbaugh.
By drawing attention to the
wardrobe malfunc tions o f the
world , groups like the FCC are
only shooting themselves in the
foot.
Every time there is an FCC
investi gatio n for indecency, it
furthers the indecency. America
would have forgotten about Janet
Jackson's breast if no one raised
a stink.
I think the FCC ought to
rethink its strategy, because now
Jackson's breast is a national
icon and the benchmark for indecency.
Forcing values down the
throats of Americans just doesn't
work.
Seeing a breast on television
will not scar little Jimmy any
worse than reading the news or
learning about world history in
school.
Indecency is human nature.
Indecency shows up throughout
the history of the world-and yet
there are still groups out to regulate what is moral.
It is not working.
People know how the world
works. Peop le like the creators of
"Desperate Housewives" know.
Rather than show what is popularly believed to be moralistic,
they show a little slice of human
nature.
And that's great TV.
-agrei!ler@c!rro!liclemail.com
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• Elling comes to
Columbia
Renowned jazz singer and
Chicagoan Kurt Elling and The
Laurence Hobgood Trio perform at
the Concert Hall of the Music Center,
1014 S. Michigan Ave. on Nov. 30.
The concert is free and starts at
!2:30p.m.
For nwre infonnation, call Joe
Cerqua aJ (312) 344-6300.

• 'Ass' Is back
The second Wise Ass of the year
comes Dec. 2 to the Conaway Center
in the 1104 Center, II 04 S. Wabash
Ave.
Wise Ass is an open mic event that
features stand up, sketch and improv
comedy. The show starts at 7 p.m.,
and early arrival is recommended for
those who want to sign up to perform.
For more infon11atio11, call Julie
Caffey at (312) 344-7696
• Congrats, artists
Columbia 's Art and Design
Department sponsors the 83rd

Annual Art Director's Club Awards
Exhibiton at the A+D l ith Street
Gallery, in the II th Street Campus,
72 E. II th Street.
The exhibit is organized by the
New York Art Director's Club and
displays the year's best work in
graphic design, illustration, photography and new media.
The Dec. 2 reception for the exhibition 11jllS from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. and
the exhibit continues through Jan. 8.
Admission is free.
For more infonnation, call
Jennifer Murray at (312) 344-0156.
• Poetic pair
Poets Matthea Harvey and
Srikanth Reddy read at the Concert
Hall of the Music Center, 1014 S.
Michigan Ave on Dec. 3.
Harvey is the poetry editor of
American Letters and Commentary,
and currently teaches at Sarah
Lawrence College in New York.
Reddy recently published his first
book of poems, Facts for Visitors,
and has had work in The Chicago
Tribune and The New Republic.
The reading begins at 5:30 p.m.
and admission is free.
For more ill/ormation, co/llact
David Tri11idad at (312) 344-8/39.

Weather

Urban jam session

Sunda), NO\. 21!
Times of clouds High 40'
and sun
Low 28'

:\Iunday, No\', 2\1
High 38'
Partial sunshine Low 28'
Tuesday, NO\. 30
High 40'
A good deal
Low 26'
of sun
Wednesday, llet·. I
Chance for
High 36'
snow in the
Low 23"
morning
Thm·s<ht), llct·. 2

Times of clouds High 36'
and sun
Low 22'

In the Nov. 22 editorial
"Questions abound on union
vote." The Chronicle referred
to CCFO, Columbia's facu lty
organization, as Organized
Faculty of Columbia.
Their official tit le is the
Columbia Co llege Faculty
Organization, and they are not
a union.

In the same issue. the front
page contained a graphic about
the top paid presidents of private colleges in Illinois. Don
M . Randel was listed as president of the Uni versity of
Illinois at Chicago.
Randel is actually the president of the University of
Chicago.
The Chronicle regrets the
errors.

Frida), llN·. 3
Sunshine and
some clouds
Saturda~ .

Eric Davii(TilQ ChroniCle

Jazz faculty members Chuck Webb (right, on bass) and Peter ·Lerner (left, on guitar) jam in the
Concert Hall of the Music Center, 1014 S. Wabash Ave., during the Urban Faculty Ensemble performance on Nov. 23. Also joining them on stage were Frank Donaldson on drums and Miguel de Ia
Cerna on plano.

Clouds and
limited sun

High 37'

Low 22'
l>t•t·. .J
High 35'
. Low 19'

All forecasts provided byAccu Wcathcr.com- @2004

If you have an upcoming
event or announcement,
call The Chronicle's news
desk at (312)344-7254 oremail c~ronlcle @
colum.edu.
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Survey: alcohol
stereotypes don't
apply to Coluntbia

NOV

?9

2004
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Moixlay night jazz

0 More SGA surveys planned for school year
Some statistics compiled by
the SGA fall in line with
national averages. According to
Nearly a third of Col umbia Ralph Hingson, professor and
students do not d rink a lcoho l, associate dean of research at
and half of the student popula- Boston Un iversity's School of
tion consume five dri n ks a P ubl ic Health, data published
week, accord ing to a s urvey in The Journal of Studies on
released by Columbia's Student A lcoho l reported th at j ust over
Govern ment Associat ion.
70 percent of all college stuDominic Cotto ne, d irecto r of dents admitted to d rinking. T he
the Office of Student -=-.-----~~ SGA reported simi lar
Leade rs hip, said th e ~
results with 71 percent
SGA sur veyed st ude nts •
of students surveyed
abo ut their beverage •
adm ittin g to drinking.
cons umpt io n
during •
;
But no t all of the staA icoho l
Awa reness
· - • ···- tistics agree with other
Week Oct. 18 thro ug h • STUDEIIT LIFE nati onall y
coll ected
22, to ide nti fy · the
data, such as the Core
number of people o n campus Institute at So ut hern Ill ino is
who might use alcoho l as part University Carbondale. Every
of the ir weekly ac tiv ities. The year, the institute, a nonprofit
resu lts, he sa id, wi ll be pub- group that assists institutions
lished in the SGA's newsletter.
wi th drug and alcoho l prevenAccord ing to the survey, tion, re leases data on student
which was filled out by 166 drinki ng and drug use from surstudents attending an act ivity at veys di stributed to colleges
Columbia's Alcohol Aware ness across the nation.
Wee k, 29 percent sa id they did
According to the 2003 Core
no t drink at all ; 49 percent said data, most undergraduate stuthey dran k one to five dri nks on dents consume an average of
a weekly basis; and I I percent 6.5 drinks per week. Most of
sa id they dra nk be tween six and the students who admitted to
10 alcohol ic beverages a week. d rinkin g o n the · SGA survey
Heavy drinking was left to a reported consum ing fewer than
fr inge g roup o f s tudents-o nly five d rinks weekly.
5 percent of student s dri nk
According to Cottone, the
between II and 16 alcoho lic survey was di stributed randomdrinks a week. Two percent ly to students participating in a
reported drinking as many as drun k driving simulator Oct. 19
30 beverages in o ne week.
from the SGA's Hut in the
The SGA survey also report- Wabash Campus Bui lding, 623
ed 26 percent of surveyed stu- S. Wabash Ave. Since the surdents admitted to havi ng owned vey did not have a representaa fake form of identification, tive sa mple of Co lumbia's
and that 25 percent of students 10,000 plus student popu lation,
reported a n involvement in a the result s may have been
physical dispute while under skewed.
the influence of a lcohol.
" I think it accurately reflect s
Cotto ne said th e SGA was the opinions of a lot of our stunot shocked by the results of dents on campus, s im ply
the survey.
beca use a lot of our students on
"Peopl e a lways ten d to cam pus, at least the ones I've
stereotype college students as a discussed [ It] with, alcohol is
big drunk group of students , not a major part of their fun,"
and t hat's not the case," Couone said.
Couone said. " You might think
More student surveys will be
artists woul d be the alcoholics. on their way during the course
but I think a lot of our students of the next semester, Cottone
... are hard-working and now sa id , including o ne about the
involved in campus activities, rece ntly terminated student
and are doi ng things off-cam- shullle. He said contin uing to
pus and on campus, like work- survey students may improve
ing fu ll time. They have real chances for the o rganization to
life respons ibil it ies and they get more representative scores.
ca n't screw around ."
By Scott Carlson

News Emtor

# of drinks per week

# of students

"

Eric DavisThe Chronicle

with the Chicago Jazz Ensemble at Jbe Segal's Jazz Showcase,
Big Band.Monday Night on Nov. 22. Band leader Jon Faddis returns
6.
'
•

Love and the paranormal
0 Fiction writing teacher takes on a serial killer in her latest novel, ' Hot Case'
By Andy Cline
Assodate Editor

Her name in pri nt is Patricia
Rosemoor. But the Columbia
community knows the worldrenowned romance novelist as
Patric ia Pinianski the Popul ar
Fiction Writing teacher.
Pinianski is acclaimed by the
Romance Writers of America as a
Golden Heart winner, with more
than 70 books published.
Millions of people in 16 countries around the world have read
her work in more than 18 languages. She feels her new novel
is the most anticipated of her
career.
"The paranormal police procedural Hot Case is a thriller with a
ro mantic subp lo t," Pinianski
said. "It is about a Chicago detective named S he lley Caldwell who
is hot on the trai l of a serial
kil ler."
According to Pinianski, the
book is different from her other
projects because the romanticism
is secondary to the parano rmal
police theme. The book has
already been the subject of much
acclaim throughout the world.
''The book is being advertised
in 30 second spots on a New York
bi llboard and it is advertised on
the sides of buses," she said . "It
has also been featured in
Glamour magazine."
Through Harlequin Publishing,
Pi nianski developed many series
for d ifferent audiences. Some
series include Club Undercover.
Sons of Silver Springs, Mo ntana
Confidential, Timeless Love.
Seven Sins, Chicago Heat and
The McKenna Legacy. Her new
novel will fall under a new series
known as Si lho uelte Bombshell.
Bombshell is a c ulling edge line
of a genre that Pinianski created.
"Each Silhoueue Bombshell
book features a hero ine who finds
herself in precarious and often
high-stakes si tuations," Pinianski

said. "Think Lara Croft, Buffy, or
'Alias."'
The Bombshell series emphasizes a female protagonist who
has to depend o n herself to figure
out situatio ns.
" I've always do ne creative
work in various media, including
other kinds of writing. Plus, I
always loved to read," Pinianski
said. "And when I started reading
various kinds of romances that I
liked, I thought perhaps I could
write one, too, and then it became
a labor of love-doing something

creati ve for myself."
Despite being a worldrenowned writer, Pinianski has
other things to occupy her time.
"When you are a writer, everything revolves around writing,"
she said. "B ut I do like to vol unteer at the zoo and play with my
three cats when I have free time."
Being a wri ter has pushed
Pinianski into new endeavors.
including writing screenplays
that have made several cuts at
natio nal competitions. It is this
dri ve that brought her to
Columbia in 1997 to teach in the
Fiction Writing Department.
"She does a great job with her
students," said Shawn Shifleu.
coordinator of faculty development in the Fiction Writing
Department. "She is very prolific

in her writing and we are very
pleased to have her on our staff."
Her effect on millions of people through her work is obv ious
in her classroom teaching.
"She is great with structure and
providing answers up front with
her audience. She speciali zes and
promotes genres such as intrigue
and detective series," said Nicole
Chakalis, a graduate student.
"I try to lead my students into
developing novel s through something I call 'Growing Plot from
Character,"' Pinianski said. "It's
a step-by-step process in having
them develop a story idea. then
characters and their inter-relationships before approaching an
actual plot for their novels."
She has wrillen for three different publishing companies including Dell, Harper & Row and her
current publisher, Harleq uin .
Pinian~k i has publi shed many
books, but said the one series she
enjoyed writing the most was the
McKenna Legacy.
"The McKenna Legacy is my
favor ite series to write in," she
said. "I have a personal tie with it
because McKenna is my family
name and many of the ideas in
the books are based upon my
family, e ven tho ugh there is a
paranormal aspect added to it."
Pinianski also holds the title
for having wriuen the most book s
under Harlequin Publishing,
according to her official website.
www.patriciarosemoor.com. At
last count she had eclipsed 40
books for Harlequin .
With all her accompli shments.
Pinianski said she has seen success and tasted the top. Now. she
hopes to broaden the horizon:. of
Columbia ficti on writers· a nd
help the next crop of best seller'
succeed.
For more information about
Hot Case. or Patricia Rosemoor
(Pinianski}, go to www.elwrlequin.com.
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The new iMac-GS.

From the creators of iPod.

Three new models featuring:
• 1.6 GHz or 1.8 GHz PowerPC GS processor
• Widescreen 17-inch or 20-inch display
• Up to 2GB of DDR 400 memory

I

·Slot-load Combo or SuperDrive
• AGP Sx graphics

Starting from $1199

•
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12-inch

Start ing a t $899.00

'
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..... ...,.

St arting at $749.00

.
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$2,999.00

Starting at S 1.349 .00

Sta rting at S 1,199.00

'§.: .
f,

17-inch - Starting a t 52,499.00

15-lnch - Sta rt ing at S 1,799.00

1 2-ln ch - Starting a t S 1,399 .0 0

14 inch - St arti ng at $11 9 9 .00

'

--

-~-~ ~

IPod

IPodMinl

IPod Photo

Start ing at $169.00

S229 .00

Star tin g "t $ 469.00

rx

~j~
'~

$ 1, 169.00

$ 1,799.00

r _..,
~

...
t-::, ,,

~

Mac OS X

I life

Final Cut Express

$ 69.0 0

S29.00

s1 49.00

•

t•~

"t

~-~ ~.- -

Keynote

Microsoft Office

$79.00

$ 149 .9 $

• The Apple Store/or Education
623 S. Wabash, Sui te 205
Phone: 312.344.8MAC
http:// www.col u m.edu/a pplestore/

www.apple.com/education/store/
(800) MY-APPLE
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St.
Concert

Hall

Frequenc ·

Events

Columbia College Television Dept_

Program Guide for University (~nter on Chonnel32
in the lobby Monday at 12:30 pm

Ca~P.us UpcJ.~!fJ ,, *'

Tuesday. November 30

.

Columbia sforum for CO'!Ifl!l$11t!'WS,..., .. ents, events, weather mfo & more...
MWFSu: 6a, Ba, lOo, 171, 2p, 4p, 6p TRSO: 7a, 9a, lla, lp, 3p, 5p, 7p, 9p, llp

Jazz Artist Kurt Elling & the
Laurence Hobgood Trio in Concert
12:30 PM

~

i.

~

l;P '

Exposure
.
. ·.~
Profifes of Columbia's faajy, staff &stUdenb in their field of expertise.
This week's feat~ artist Sabrina W, Pilot~ Dejlarlment faculty
MWfSu: 10:30o·
:mo: 7:30p
.· 1

Kurt Elling Workshop
1:30PM
A reservat ion to these two events is strongly
suggested. For more information
312-344-6300 Music students please
reserve seats at the third floor reception desk.

j

::;;.j

HotSpoh

Student Concert Series
7:00PM

;'

Afasl-pace~\~rlaiamenl fll"9f011lhatvisi~ dfferent venues around Oticogo.
Featured: ~m of Sde,nce and Industry;~ Oyishi
MWFSu:
TRSo: Bp

Wednesday, December 1

Advanced Music Student Meeting
12:30 PM

Reel
Ap!ofile ehtu ntfilm, video, animafillll & documentary projects.
This vieek's feolured artist: Stepheri Ffemister, Interactive Multimedia major
MWfjtr. 11:30a: 1lSG: 8:30p

Duet Showcase
5:00PM
Thursday, December 2

Columbia Gospel Choir
12:30 PM

otherwise stated. For more info: 312/344-6300
by Ortigara's Musicville, Inc.

video, animation & documentary projects.
·
·TRSa: lOp

Af<""'""ttJIIm

artist: Ben Price, Film rMjor

Night Schooi .{NLJ
Gordon on various comedic adventures and lessons.
Sp

NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY

Master of Science in Education Program

The Gleib Show (NL)

Gfeib and his crew venture lo many events and talkwi1h various celebrities.
JltYF,Su: 8:30p ,
·

Are you thinking about going back to school?

Information Sessions
Learn about earning a Master of Science in Education
degree with a focus in:
Hig her Education Administration and Policy
Elementary Teaching
Secondary Teaching
Ad vanced Teach ing

Tuesday, December 14, 2004
Monday, January 17, 2005
Sessions he ld from 5:30-7:00 PM at:
Walter Annenberg Hall, 3"1 Floor
2 120 Campus Dri ve
Evanston, IL 60208
~ --- ---- ------------- -------------- -------- ,

: Early Admission Deadline fo r Fa/12005: January 7, 2005 :

L----------------- - ------------------------1
Please RSVP by calling: (847) 467-1458, or e-mailing
m.\l'dvrm:@mail.sesp.north western .edu
Directio ns at " '' ,,· .sc~p. nonhwcstern.edu/Common/Direction .h tml

www.sesp.northwestern.edu/msed

Ha If Baked (NL)
·

and entertaining cooking show wilh wrio~n petSOflll!ilies.
9p
~
-

College Town, USA (NLJ

lhe crew visits oollege camp!ISes, hang-outs tmd students around the counlry.
This week's open ~rouse: University of California in Berleley
MWFSu: lOp

Garners (NL)
Video games of all genres andgame platforms·areexplored.
MWFSu: 10:30p

A/V Squad (NLJ

Meet musicillns cmd dj's from around the country wnile visitingsome hot clubs.
MWFSu: llp & 11:30p

Do you hove a great musicvideo thor people need to see? Contact:

Frequency N
Columbia College Television Dept.
317.344.8509
frequencytv@colum.edu
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DePaul sweeps
University Center
council elections
0 Council created to represent dorm's population
By Scott Carlson
News Editor

Th e first ever Uni versity
Center o f C hi cago co uncil
e lecti ons resu lted in a c lean
sweep for DePa ul.
Officials from the University
Center. 525 S. State St.. the dormi- ·
tory for students from Columbia,
and DePaul and Roosevelt universities. announced the win ners Nov.

22.

Eric Davis/The

A rat trap waits for its next victim in the alley behind the 1104 Center, 1104 S . Wabash Ave. , is part
of the continual maintenance that keeps rats out of Columbia's buildings. The camp us is checked
monthly for pest activ.ity by Anderson Pest Control.

Rats Conrinuetlfrom Front Page
Joa nne H arding wo rks for the
Office of Facilities
and
Operations a nd she keeps an
eye on pest prob lems at
Colu mbia . Hardin g sai d the
sc hoo l spends an average of
$ I 2,000 a year to kee p rat s,
insects a nd o ther pe sts fro m
creep in g. into Co lumbia's building s.
Harding al so wo rks with
Anderson Pest Co ntrol to keep
Co lumbi a as rat -free as possible.
" [Anderson Pest Control] visits every building, e very
month ," Hardi ng sa id. " ll 's
abou t preventative ma intenance.·'

The $12,000 price tag is a
small price to pay for the work
that is being do ne , Harding
said . Fo r approximately $1,000
a month. A nderson th oroughl y
inspec ts all 14 Co lumbia bui ldings.
" We are fo rtunate to dea l
with such a com pany," Ha rdin g
said. "They respo nd to everything very quick ly so we do n' t

have a problem."
Harding sa id the o nl y rats
spoiled around Columbia in
recent years were o n the loadin g docks behind the bui ldings,
where trash is kepi. Columbia's
j a nitors, as we ll as Anderson
Pest Control, keep docks under
control.
" We 're always tryi ng to make
sure th e dock s are kept as c lean
as possible," s aid Jerry Morin
of ABM Jani toria l Service s,
Columbi a's janitorial company.
" If there's stuff lay ing around,
we pick it up. Otherwise, it's up
to the pest company to co ntro l."
Chicago is the c ity of c hoice
for Norway rats, a breed that
loves water, has grayish ha ir
and can chew through conc rete .
T hey often reside in areas with
a constant water and food supplier, namely alleys and waste
areas.
Norway rats like other c iti es
too. especia lly New Yo rk.
While most c ities do not co nduct " tai l cou·nts," various news
reports estimate that nearly 70

million rats live in New York .
The advantage o f ha ving rats
rather than mice, Tipre sa id, is
th at mice can get a water suppl y
fro m the food they eat, while
rats need a wa ter suppl y every
day, keepin g the number of rats
lower.
2002,
the
C hicago
In
Departme nt o f Public Hea lth
teamed wi th Smi theree n to regulate pests in the city's restau rants. The partners hi p resu lted
in the city requiring monthl y
inspecti ons of re staurants, compared to the two times a yea r
that re staurants were previously
inspected, Tipre said.
Tipre credi ts Mayor Ri chard
M . Daley's firm s tance on the
d isposal of pests in the city for
the drop in rat populatio n, and
accordi ng to H arding, the
c hange has kept Colum bia from
having issues wi th rodents fo r
as lon g as she ca n remember.
" I know they're sti ll out there
somew he re," Harding sa id.
"B ut [at Columbia] we are in
prelly good sha pe."

Advisittg ComitUietlfrom Front Page
the c hange in strategy.
" II is disrupti ve to have thi s
announced whe n we are well
into the advising process,"
Iverso n sa id . "So mew he re
a lo ng the line, we [facu lt y
advisers] sho uld have been
bro ught in."
Pl a ns to relieve the o ften
heavy case loads for both fac ul ty and ac ade mic advisers have
bee n in the work s s ince sprin g
2004 , w he n the Fres hm a n
Ce nter and Academic Advi sing
merged . Th e merge bro ught th e
advisers' wo rk load down from
more than 2.000 studen ts to
aro und 500 s tude nt s per work er.
The new strategy doe s not
pro hibit stude nts fro m seeing
the ir fa c ulty advi sers on a regular bas is, but it does not
req uire them to. The co llege
sugges ts that s tudent s who

want more advising s ubscribe c leared may still have hold s on
to group advi s ing se ss ions in their records, since notific atio n
core classes.
of the c hange came afte r some
"What does it hurt to c heck · students were cleared.
in wi th .your adv iser o nce a
"This created co nfu sio n that
year?" Erpe nbach said . " I don ' t didn 't need to exi st," Iverso n
mind c lea rin g my students said . "Some students were
already advi sed and [some]
o nce a year."
Erpenbac h sa id rath er than were s igned up t wo weeks
do group se ss ion s , or stop ago."
annual advi sing a ll together,
The confus io n, Iverson said,
fac ulty advising c an be spread co uld have been a vo id ed by
througho ut
the
se mes ter, alertin g fac ulty a bout the
allow in g stude nts to come in c hanges earl ier, or a ll owing
wh e never they want , whic h adv ise rs to fo llow through wi th
wo ul d a lleviate the ru s h to the m.
"Every depa rtme nt ha s been
c lear students.
Oasis wi ll a le rt students o f developing its o wn approac h to
ho lds on th e ir regi stratio ns stud e nt advi s ing." said Mark
right away, s ince th e ad vis in g Ke ll y. vic e pre~ident of s tude nt
c hange has a lready beg un .
affairs. " The pro posa l makes
I verso n worries about th e sense, but imple menting it w ith
accuracy of the information o n suc h s ho rt notice is ... a chal Oas is as well. She said stu- lenge."
dents who have already been

The 346 s tudent s in the
"S upe rdo rm " who vo ted d uring the No v. 19 elec tion c hose
De Paul student Nic k Ha hn as
pres ident of the Un i versity
Ce nte r Resi de nce Council,
said Pe te r C han , a member of
the ce nte r 's res ident ad viser.
staff, and a DePaul stu den t.
According to C han , the o ther
w inn e rs of the electioninc luding the pos itio ns of vice
president fo r interna l affairs
( Anna As uan), vice presiden t
of externa l affa irs (Krissy
Valdez), secretary (lrini Litos)
and
treasu rer
(Emy
Mitilinakis)-were also s tudents from DePa ul.
Beth Pi era nun z i, graduate
resident life coordinato r at the
Univers ity Center, said th e
UCR C was created to prese nt a
stude nt per spec ti ve o n how
li vi ng c ould be improved for
res idents from a ll three of the
Un ivers ity Center's inhabitin g
sc hools.
The co uncil, she said, a llows
students a condu it to the dormi tory's management and
helps facilitate c hanges in the
way things are run . The coun c il is also s lated to work in
tandem w ith the resi den t
advisers for studen t activities
and progra m ming.
" We need this rig ht now,"
Pieranunzi said . "Fro m o ur
perspective we ca n only see so
mu ch , a nd the students ... a re
the ones uti liz in g most of the
stuff. so th ey should have a say
in it."
Pieran unz i sa id it was sti ll
unc lear how much power the
co unci l wi ll wie ld . The coun c il's members, s he sa id , w ill
be treated as communique s for
s tudents , sort of like po litic ia ns and acti vists, b ut wi ll not
c arry th e same authority as the
Un ivers ity Cente r's RA's.

Ha hn sa id unde r hi s di rection, the counc il is headi ng
toward " bold th ings" for s tudents living in the Uni vers ity
Center. Many s tudent s. he
said, want certain aspects of
resi dence
ce nter
t he
improved-espec ially
the
building 's amenities, inc luding
its TV and Internet services
and food prices.
" I don 't thi nk a lo t o f us
think it's fair for the a mount o f
money that we're paying for
the build in g .. . tha t we have to
get mediocre a me nities, a!
best," Hahn sa id .
He said the counc il is a lso
se ttin g its s ight s o n o rganizing
big e ve nts for res idents. Whi le
RA's plan st ude nt event s every
month , Hahn sa id the sca le of
their p lan s coul d be l imi te d
because of budget constraints.
The council , he said , m ay have
a bigger budget to plan considerable even ts, s uc h as large:
scale concerts.
However, Hahn sai d the
budget has not yet been full y
worked o ut with the Universi ty
Cente r 's administrat ion.
Be-fore any of tho se plans
can be im plemented, Ha hn
sai d , the council's first prio rit y
is to fini sh the ir constitutio n,
whic h c urrentl y exists o nl y as
a framework. The inner wo rk ings o f the o rganization are not
quite fi nalized. th o ugh many
of the new counc il members
have an idea of whe re they
want to go.
The co unci l member s are
not t he only o nes unsure abou t
a student li aison gro up at the
Un iversity Center. Of the
I , 700 stud e nt s, on ly 346
voted , though Hahn said the
turnout was a sma ll victory. most of their meetings o nl y
garner abo ut I 5 to 20 people
a t most.
" People are hesitant beca use
they don ' t know wha t it is,"
Ha hn sa id . "A lot of people
still do n ' t know ... wha t the
whole poi nt of it is, and I
do n' t think we've nailed dow n
w hat the point of it is yet.
O nce we get that down, we ' d
like to get the word out abo ut
what we're here to do ."
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CHOLARSHI-P OPPORTUNI
FOR STUDENTS AT

COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

\)-GyA~ 5~ l~f~1> S

MARKETING COMMUNICATION

ART & DESIGN

• The Patri cia McCarty Scholarship Fund (Deadline: March 18, 2005)

• Pougialis Fine Ar ts Award (Deadline: April 2005)
• Precious Lashley Fashion Scholarship (Deadline: Sprmg 2005)

MUSIC

ARTS , ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAGEMENT
The Make A Dent Schol arship (Deadline: May 20. 2005)
• Preci ous Lashley Fashion Scholarship (Deadline: Spring 2005)
• The Chuck Suber Scholarship (Deadline: March 15, 2005)

• Music Department Scholarship (Deadline: December 18. 2004)

PHOTOGRAPHY
• Kodak Scholarship (Deadline: April 2005)

RADIO
ASL- ENGLISH INTERPRETATION

• lrv Kupcinet Medi a Arts Scholarsh iP (March 18, 2005)

• Michael Fryzlewicz Scholarship (Deadline: June 1 , 2005)

SENIOR SEMINAR
• Jane Alexandroff Senior Project Award (Deadline: Sprmg 2005)

DANCE
• Forest Foundation Scholarship (Deadline: Apnl 8, 2005)

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
• Joan and Irving Harri s Scholarship (Deadline: April 15, 2005)

FICTION WRITING
John Schultz and Belly Shiflell Stor y Workshop Scholarship

TELEVISION
• AI Lira Schol arship (Deadline: M arch 18, 2 005)
Thaine Lyman Schol arship (Deadline: March 18. 2005)
lrv Kupcinet Media Arts ScholarshiP (Deadline: March 18. 2005)

THEATER
Belly Garrell Musical Theater SchOlarshi p Fund (Deadline: May 2, 2005)

(Deadline: Spring 2005)
Sylvia McNalf Travel Stor y ScholarshiP (Deadline: Spring 2005)

Dav1d Talbot Cox Scholarship Fund (Deadline: May 2 . 2005)
Freshman Achtevement Award (Deadline: May 2 . 2005)
M1chael Mernll Schol arshiP/Des,gner·ln-Res,dence (May 2 . 2005)

JOURNALISM
John Fi schelli Scholarship (Deadline: Apnl 8. 2005)
• lrv Kupcmet Media Art s Scholarship (Deadline: March 18, 2005)

~~-'"' oJA- ~)~r~

.

Helen Fong Dare Scholurshlp (Deadline: March 2005)

• AcademiC Excellonce Award (Deadlme: March 18. 2005)

Hermann Conaway Scho!arshiO (Deadl:ne: March 18. 2005)

Albert We1sman ScholarshiP (Deadlme: Apnl 2005)

H11\ary K;,hsh Scholarship tDeadllne: Aor 11 l . 2 0 05)

Alumm ScholarshiP (Deadline: Spnng 2005)

Rc n P tt s Scho'msh•;::. (Oead.•ne: Aor ' 1. 2 005 )

Dav1d Rub tn Scholarsh .p (Oead1 ne: Aor ' 1. 200 5 )

Columbia c
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'~ COLUM.EDUjSCHOLARSHIPS
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO'S FILM & V IDE O DEPARTM E NT PRESENTS
TAKE 1 FILMFE ST IVAL
A JURIED FESTIVAL FEATURING THE BEST OF PRODUCTION 1 AND PRODU C TI ON 2 S TUD ENT FILMS
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Columbia College
Chicago's Residence Life

ENT HEALTH FAIR!

Wants You!

DECEMBER 1, 2004 FROM 12-4
@ 1104 S. WABASH, FIRST FLOOR

PROFESSIONALS ON HAND WILL INCLUDE:
PHYSICAL THERAPISTS, NUTRITlONAL COUNSELORS,
PERSONAL TRAINERS, FITNESS EXPERTS AND COLUMBIA
COLLEGE COUNSELING SERVICES.

ALSO...
ENJOY HEALTHYREFRESHMENTS
FREE HIV TESTING
FREE MASSAGES &
LIVE MUSIC FROM THE KEVIN MARTINEZ
TRIO FROM 12-2

Do you consider yourself a people person?
Do you like to plan activities for students?
Would you like to be considered a
student leader on campus?

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
THE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER @

Then you may wont to apply for o resident Assistant posil1on for the fall
of 2005. Come ou t to the Resid ent As s i stant Information
Session to obtain more information. Sessions will be held Sunday,
December 5 @ 7 : 00pm ; Tuesday, December 7 @ 1 O: OOpm ,
and Thursday, December 9 @ 1 O: OOpm . All sessions will be held
•n the Community lounge at 731 S. Pl ymou th Court. For questions
please contact Kelli Collins, Associate Director of Reside nce life at
colum.edu.

Columbia~
COLLEGE
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CHICAGO
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...41". ...
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Be a degree-seeking student
Be in good academic standing with at least a 2.0 cumulative G.P.A
Show proof of having a valid social security card
Have a valid driver's license, state ID, or current passport

i~

Wa~ash, S~;t~ v~\} •

. . . . '•
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Student Employment located in, 623
) S.
Office Hours: Mon_-FridilYy 9:00 AM - 5:00PM .
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I 's almost time to REGISTER!
Your registration time slot for the Spring semester is now available. This information can be obtained
by going to the Register for Classes Screen on OASIS (under CX-Enrollment). Follow the instructions to
see what your registration time will be. Time slots are based on the number of cumulative credit hours you
have accumulated. An e-mail with your Spring registration time slot, and other registration information, has
Your OASIS e-mail login format is as follows:
Firstname.Lastname
Example: Joseph.Smith would be your full e-mail login
Your e-mail password is the same as your original defau lt OASIS password (until YOU change it).
Remember, changing your password in OASIS does NOT change your e-mail password, and vice
versa. If you have problems logging into your e-ma il account, please contact the Student OASIS
Help Line at 312-344-7788.

PRI G2005
Continuing undergraduate, degree-seeking registration
Wednesday, December 1- Friday, Decem~er 10 ·
Open registration (all students including degree-seeking
and students at large)
Tuesday, February 1- Saturday, February 12
Late Registration
Monday, February 14 - Friday, February 18

All time slots will remain open for Spring registration until Saturday, February 19 at Midnight (CST).

Orientation for new freshman and transfer students will be in January.
Students who owe an unpaid balance cannot participate in registration. Check your OASIS course and fee
statement for your current balance. Please contact the Student Financial Services Office at 312-344-7140 or
e-mail sfs@colum.edu to resolve any unpaid balance.

IMPORTANT
Meet with your facu lty advisor for an advising clearance in advance of the registration dates. Contact your
major department for specific information.

NATIONAL NEWS
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College teacher suspended for showing '9/11'
0

School says teacher violated 'nonpartisan pol icy' established for election

Republican; March is
Democrat.
"Of course it 's editoriall y
llre week before the Nov. 2
biased, and I never denied that,"
el ec tiOn , adrmmstrators pulled
March said of the lilm. He said he
instmc tor Davrs March out of his
was not testing the school's policlass
at
Rowan-Cabarru s
cy. " I never set out to be anyCommunity Coll ege in Concord ,
body's cmsader."
N.C., while he was showing the
Stopping March midway
"I hope this particular
Mrchacl Moore film Fahrenheit
through his English composition
instance will provoke more
class was "extraordinary" and an
9/11.
College officials said showing people to stop and think and
afTront to the facu lty member
the film contradicted two memos
and to the students, and a threat
create more dialogue ... and to academic freedom, said
reminding staff members of the
in the long run, perhaps be
school's policy to rema in nonparJonathan Knight, director of the
tisan during the heated election
Association
of
American
ll positive thing."
season.
University Professors' program
The instructor said the adminon academic freedom and
-LaNila Kirby,
istration's actions are restricting
tenure.
freedom of thought.
Knight said during his three
College English professor,
Ma rch, who has taught at the
decades tracking academic freemember
of
the
American
college for more than 20 years,
dom, he cannot recall an instrucAssociation of University
was suspended with pay for four
tor being removed while class
days and was back in the classwas in sess ion, unless 'the
Professors.
room Nov. 2. He said he has a
instructor was physically threatresponsibility to present controening.
versial material to get his students
March said quashing the film
"Controversial films, controto think and take positions.
KRT
was, in itself, a partisan act. versial textbooks, paintings, poet"I never campaigned for or Moore made Fahrenheit 9111 as a ry are used by faculty in classes Since its release , Michael Moore's documentary 'Fahrenheit
9/11'
has
continued
to
stir
controversy
beyond
its
initial
topic
pitched anyone's agenda in the documentary film about events across the countrY to stimulate
classroom," said March, 54, who leading up to the U.S. rnvasion of thinking," he said. "1l1ere can't of the war in Iraq.
teaches English argument-based Iraq, but he was criticized for be a more appropriate venue for
ing a controversial, one-sided about a nun who reaches out to a
research, English composition, omitting some facts and for his doing so than a college classwork puts the student into a pre- convicted murderer on death 'row.
and introductory and advanced unabashed slant against President room, especially during the midst
carious position if he or she dis- After showing that movie, he
film classes.
George W. Bush. Rowan- of a political campaign."
agrees with its message.
asked his students, " Did you lind
Before he returned from the Cabarrus Pres ident Richard
Community colleges and their
"If that student is dependent on your perspective (on the death
suspensio n, March agreed not to Browne ll is registered as a boards have control over school
that professor for a grade, what is penalty] altered by this?"
practices and personnel, said
"His classes have always been
he to do?" Newberry asked.
Audrey Bailey, spokeswoman
March said he acts more as a designed to open up our minds,"
with the N.C. com munity college
· moderator, because students said student Kristen Pi tel, 2 1. " He
system.
is one to drop a bomb in the water
often disagree with each other. ·
Th~ Rowan-Cabarrus board of
" I make it abundantly clear that and see where the fish go."
trustees established the school 's
Regardless of the dispute,
their opinion, whether it agrees
policy of nonpartisanship, and
with ' Dad' or not, it's not going to Hovey agrees March is valuable
that was reinforced with the two
and challenges students to think.
cost them either way," he said.
memos from Brownell, said
English instruc tor LaNita " I would hate to think we would
Executive Vice President Ann
Kirby said controversial material have a faculty that is uniform and
' Hovey.
or propaganda, although partisan, cut from one cloth," he said.
An Oct. 25 memo said, in part,
In March's case, the communiis useful in various classes.
"RCCC is a public college sup''That allows the discussion of ty college has established a preceported by the taxpayers and must
absolutist thinking, and how that dent, Knight said.
maintain a secular, nonpartisan
"They set themselves upon a
is not conducive to a democracy,"
professional env ironment at all
said Kirby, an AAUP member in course which is extraordinary
times. No employee of this colhere, in the sense that they are
her sixth year at the college.
lege is authorized to use the class'To automatically assume taking responsibility for the conroom or college environment as a
some instructor has some sort of tent of the course," Knight said.
platform to promote their own
motive in choosing something is " I cannot say this too strongly:
personal, religious or politica l
precipitous, and it does have a It's flatly inconsistent with princiviews or to advocate for specific
chilling efTect on anyone," she ples of academic freedom."
political candidates."
said. "That's exactly the opposite
Because of concerns about acaIf Moore's movie was be ing
of what a college environment demic freedom at Rowanshown, " then the opposing point
needs to be like."
Cabarrus si nce the in cide nt,
of view should also be presentMarch said college officials Kirby said, instructors have asked
ed," Hovey said, "to present fairdidn't ask him why he was show- her about the AAUP.
ness and a balanced perspective
" I hope that this particu lar
ing the movie. And he said he
in an environment that was
shouldn't have to show the "other instance will provoke more peoincreasing ly divisive as we
ple to stop and think and create
side" to balance anything.
KRT approached the election."
March has shown potentially more dialogue," she said, "and, in
Irvin
Newberry,
vice
chair
of
The always incendiary Michael Moore has recently been extenddivisive films in class before, the long run, perhaps be a posithe board of trustees, said showing his political d ialogue beyond the screen and into activism.
such as Dead Man Walking, tive thing."
~

Gail Smith-Arrants

~Jl.ght Rlddef lie ~.Spa~rs (KRT)

show the film again. But he said
he now fears an overall "chilling
cfTcct" on freedom of thought in
the classroom.
" It's not about Moore's movie
anymore," he said.

Professors fearlul of research limits passed by Bush in his second term
0

Northwestern University fears new Bush administration will affect curriculum and funding for research .topics

By Stephanie Chen
Dai~ Northl'otSiem

(Northv.llSiem U.)

(U-W IRE)
EVAN STON ,
111.- Northwes te rn Un ivers ity
c lassrooms teac hing ce rtain topics could be modified and
research efTons curtai led with
the re-election of President
George W. Bush, so me professors fear.
The Bush admini stration's
conservati ve stances o n social
and scientifi c iss ues cou ld

become an obstacle for stem cell
research and certain courses on
issues such as evol ution and
sexuality, some professors said,
but NU administrators said they
do not think it will affect the
curriculum taught in the classrooms.
"We wi ll o perate as we
a lways ope rate," sa id Mary
Finn, an ass istant dean for curric ulum
in
the
school 's
Weinberg College of Arts and
Sc iences. "There is comp lete

fre edom for professors to teach
what they want, and we will
protect that."
Finn said that undergraduate
professors negotiate their curriculum with department heads.
Courses on topics such as sexua lity may be controversial, but
Northwestern will not restrict
them be ca use the un ivers ity
strives to stay on top in the fi e ld.
Most facu lty members agree
the Bush administration 's rightleaning agenda is not likely to

make policies affecting curriculum in the c las srooms right
away, but some professors fear
government intervention.
"The classroom is a sacred
plac e," said Jillan a Enteen,
direc tor of the gender studies
program. "It's clear that Bush is
not concerned with the separation of church and state."
En teen said the Bush administration could make restrictions
on teaching sexuality in universities, whether through reduced

funding for research or new
laws. Enteen c ited a number of
resolutions
passed
by
Congressional Republicans limiting fund s for certa in studies.
"Gender used to be outside
the realm of the executive
branch," Enteen said. " But now
I' m not sure anything is outside
of the executive branch."
Gary Galbreath, who teaches
evolutionary biology, said
See Curriculum, Page 11
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1 came ..P d
I saw.l 0 .
BY JAMIE MURNANE/A&E EDITOR
entire CO in its correct order
again. Nope, I was then and
store, I'm forced to stick to the
forever a shutfler.
few hundred COs I own-and
wait for review copies, of
For the last year and a half,
course.
my iPod has been my best
friend. The sister I never had.
The problem with the iPod
(Sorry, Mandi.) But since I've
is that I have all my favorite
recently filled it to capacity,
COs on hand and ready to
I've realized the tiny music
play at any given minute. And
library isn't all it's cracked up
for the last year and a half,
to be . Don't get me wrong; it's
I've taken advantage of this.
great and everything. I guess
Rather than listen ing to one
I'm just bitter because I've
album a ll day long and then
1 am one of those people.
resorted to deletin g songs I
moving on to the next, I've
The ones you see on !he Red
haven 'tlistened to that much
been skipping and shuffling
Line. lhe bus, walkmg down
to make room for newer
my way through my entire colthe street I'm wearing my litthings. (And even though I
lection every day. Sounds
tle wh1te headphones, fistenhaven't listened to some
great, but now that I know I .
mg to every CO I have. And I
things for mon ths, I'd still at
can listen to anythmg from A1r
love 11. Or, I think I do.
least like the option to.)
to the White Stripes (strange,
Last spnng, I "accidentally"
If's not that I'm surprised by
I have no bands with names
broke the last discman I've
having to make room for more that start with Z. I'll have to
ever owned. OK, honestly, ''
songs; I knew what I was getdelete something to make
wasn't a complete accident. I
ting into when I got the smallroom for one), I'm desensiknew 1t was time to move on
er model in the first place. I
tized to the wonder of a vast
and jump into the 21st century figured it'd be good enough,
music collection.
with a s tate-of-the-art MP3
and hey, it did lake me well
player.
Part of me wishes I could
over a year to actually fill il. I
go back to being that girl on
Specifically, I wanted an
mean, really, some albums
iPod.
the el, frantically searching
just aren't worth having on
through my messenger bag
" It just doesn't make sense
you at all times.
for a different CO to put in my
to spend the money on a new
The thing that has bothered
discman. But really, I know I
discman when I really just
me the most is that I've
could never go back to that.
want an iPod," I told my family noticed myself becoming
There's only one way to go:
after my discman "fell" onto
more and more bored with my forward . So, after my fam ily
the cement and busted into
album collection. For the fast
gives me a ton of money for
pieces. I crossed my fingers,
few months, I've been incredi- my new apartment, I'll ask for
hoping they'd lake my not-sobly confused as to why I didn't money not only for the new
subtle·hint to heart.
feel like listening to anything,
COs I desperately need, but
I got one for my birthday.
really. Every other day, I had
also for the new 60-gig photo
Don't worry, I pretended to be
urge
to
go
on
a
to
fight
the
iPod to put them on. No, I'm
surprised.
record buying spree. The eas- not greedy. I have no more
Soon after, I was. I couldn't
avoid
such
extraviest
way
to
room
on my current iPod
believe that I never had to
agances is to be a broke colremember? So, of course I
carry around a case full of
lege student, which I've been
need more room. And maybe
COs anymore. Gone were the
doing a pretty good job of,
if I can put photos on o ne, I' ll
days of only having the choice especially !his last week.
be excited about it longer,
between a few albums. Never
Until I can afford at least a
even after I'm sick of r:ny
again would I listen to an
25,000 songs.
couple hundred dollars to
blow at my fa vorite record

?
.
. d ovor
What is the worst gl'ft yo u've ever receive
""" the holidays?
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'The Machinist' attempts to echo Hitchcock- and fails
By Todd Burbo/Assistant A&E Editor
When
director
Brad
Anderson compared his film
The
Machinist
to
a
Hitchcock movie, he set the
bar incredibly high. His stated influences are apparent
in the film through an ominous score, heavy foreshadowing and stark visual
contrasts; but everything
falls short, leaving the film
with a student project vibe.
Without the high expectations set by Anderson, The
Machinist might succeed as
an entertaining genre film.
Nearly every frame contains
an item worth noting,
whether it's a specific
threat,
such
as
the
machines of the metal shop,
or vague icons, like the
clocks constantly seen in
both the fore and backgrounds. The fact that the
film's viewers will feel their
eyes naturally being drawn
to such objects is a testament to Anderson's skills of
composition.
While The Machinist's
framing and composition
should be applauded,
Anderson fails to handle the
less tangible aspects, such
as mood and theme, so
gracefully. He throws subtlety out the window to get
the point across and features no less than three
instances of a dramatic
(and quite literal) fork in the
road. These scenes are

complete with prolonged
camera shots of the signs
that define each decision,
such as "salvation" and
"damnation."
Anderson delivers mood
in the same train-wreck
fashion. Scenes that would
have been suspenseful
based on the gritty environments and actors' performances are rendered corny
by an over-the.-top score,
wh ich is delivered too prominently. Disturbing imagery
such as Christian Bale's
frighteningly gaunt face are
watered down by a synthesizer. It's understood that
Anderson intended the
score to be reminiscent of a
Hitchcock film, and perhaps
a bit over-the-top, but
Hitchcock never let the
score interfere with an
actor's performance.
When not fighting to be
heard above the score, Bale
is impressive. His dedication to the film, in the form of
his extreme weight loss (63
pounds dropped). has
received more press than
the actual film.
Audiences may be distracted during the first 15
minutes by the sight of his
emaciated body. Once they
move past that, his increasingly intense performance is
more than enough to retain
attention. The man knows
how to portray mental

issues-it's likely that his
casting was inspired by his
performance in American
Psycho. For fans of that
movie, his mood-lightening
antics in The Machinist will
seem very familiar.
Anderson's grungy, industrial "America" (in reality,
Spain), alone is enough to
cause unease. Scenes in
and around the machine
shop are strongly reminiscent of Lars Von Trier's
Dancer in the Dark, which
also set in a machine shop
in Little America, (but actually shot overseas).
Every moment in the
shop is a disaster waiting to
happen-which Anderson
obviously relishes. He plays
up the grinding, shrieking
rhythms of the machines
and points out the inherent
clumsiness of the people
operating them. Audiences
know that bad things canand will-happen in such
an environment.
Like in his film Session 9,
Anderson finds suspense
not in the supernatural, but
in human psychology. On
this level, .he succeeds.
There is no doubt as to the
insanity or creepiness of his
characters.
Despite
his
boasts,
Anderson fails to achieve
anything in the same realm
of his heroes.
Hitchcock, this is not.
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Tegan and Sara are 'So Jealous'
Twin musicians to play Chicago's Double Door Dec. 2 in support of new album
By Jamie Murnane/ A&E Editor
ost of the press on
Tegan and Sara focus
too much on irrelevant things and not enough on
their music. "Canadians."
"Twins." "Lesbians." These are
the often-overused adjectives
in Tegan and Sara articles. But
these Canadian twin lesbians
don't let that faze them.
They're musicians.
Halfway through their first
U.S. tour since opening for
Ryan Adams last spring, Tegan
Ouin discusses the duo's new
album while finishing a 17-hour
drive to Dallas to play the
Gypsy Tea Room with Melissa
Ferrick. ·The end of their tour
brings them to Chicago's
Double
Door,
1572
N.
Milwaukee Ave., on Dec. 2.
"My legs are sore from sitting, but Texas seems fine,"
Tegan said. "We've only been
to Austin before, so this is my
first time going to any other
city. So far, so good. No incidents."
But Texas isn't the issue.
The issue is Tegan and Sara's
new album, which shows just
how jealous they are-So
Jealous. So Jealous is their
third major release and fourth
album since they started putting out music. Now, 23 years
old, the musicians feel they've
come a long way-not including the drive through Texas.
"We think it's definitely our
best album to date," Tegan
said. "I mean, everyone always
says that about the ir new
records, but I think that as we
get older and we do more
records, we get better at being
in the studio and better at getting across our vision-our
musical vision."
The biggest difference with
So Jealous is the obvious
move from the folk-rocking

M

they were most known for, to
the new and improved, mature
power pop-infused songs. The
album is darker and more complex than the typical happy-goluckiness fans are used to. And
it's better. The writing process
itself was different as well. With
Tegan living in Vancouver and
Sara in Montreal, the duo
wrote the album independently.

Despite living farther apart,
Tegan and Sara didn't have
many problems writing their
songs, as they've always written the lyrics separately, which
may be surprising as the new
album seems to focus on very
similar topics.
''We've always sort of written
that way. I mean, it's been easier, like if I wrote a song that I
really liked, I would just call

pendently of one another any- we're definitely seeing big
way, so it wasn't a massive dif- changes. I was just actually
saying there's been surprising
ference."
Aside from producing a more changes," she said. "Like last
mature album lyrically, Tegan time we were in L.A., we
said she and Sara, for once, thought we were doing greatwe had great
did the majority
support and we
of the instruplayed a room,
mentation. Not
the
Knitting
to say they
Factory,
that
haven't played a
holds like 400
Jot on their prepeople, but this
vious albums,
and it presents us time we went
This Business
back and sold
of Art and If It
better
the El Rey out
Was
You.
than our
and that holds
However, those
like 800 people.
albums featured
And, our audimany contributence, looking
ing musicians.
"There's only two or three out at them, was so diverse
guitar parts that aren't played and people were all singing
by us," Tegan said. "/ think along. It was an amazing
when I hear the record, it defi- show.
nitely reflects more of our
On this particular tour, we're
musical direction right now and doing a lot of markets for the
where we're at musically. I first time. We'd never been to
think we just got more confi- Arizona before and we did
dence. Our songs are longer. three shows th ere-those
Typically, we always wrote were definitely smaller and
really short songs and I think people just know the new
there was a lack of confidence, material, they don't know the
thinking that we can write inter- past records, so we definitely
esting music that was worth play each state differently. But
three and a half minutes of with this record, I think we are
people's time. Just in general, seeing better response. We're
it's more of a confident record seeing more critics and good
and it presents us better than press."
our last records."
But along with good press
Tegan and Sara will be wrap- comes annoying press. Tegan
ping up the tour soon after their said all too often, people tend
Chicago show; their perform- to focus on their persona/lives,
ances on the road prove just rather than the music they
how well they're presenting make.
th emselves. According to
"And then the last paraTegan, they've noticed an graph, they'll say 'Oh, I really
increased awareness of their liked this album.' I guess that's
music even in places they least our fault for being to'o chatty,
expected it, like Arizona, where but I'd much rather have a nice
they've never played before conversation than completely
this year.
direct the interview."
"I think in the major markets
where we've been before,

"It's more of a

confidendt

recor
last."

"Sara wrote her part in
Montreal and I wrote mine in
Vancouver, so I think the
record is pretty diverse," Tegan
said. "It's still using the same
themes-/ think we' re both
writing a lot about the same
things-so· the record is still
cohesive from start to finish,
but I think it's more interesting
and more unique than our
last."

Sara and get her to come over
or go to her house. So it was a
little harder with this recordwe had to send stuff to each
other, so it took a few days,"
Tegan said. "But generally, we
write independently and then
it's once we get in the studio
that we start contributing to
each other's music or producing each other's songs. But
generally, we write pretty inde-
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The office of Multicultural Affairs
PRESENTS:

An exhibition to benefit Visua l AIDS
Featuring postcard sized works by
Columbia College students, faculty,
staff, and alumni.
December 1, 2004--January 1Oth, 2005

Reception and Fundraiser:
Wednesday, December 1st, 6--9 pm
With a special performance by:

Luna Negra Dance Theater

HotHouse
31 E Balbo Ave,
Chicago, IL 60605

All proceeds from the sale
of artwork will benefit Visual
AIDS.
Visual AIDS works
to promote AIDS awareness
through the visual arts and to
raise money to provide direct
services to artists living with
HIV/AIDS.
Learn more about Visual AIDS
at www.visualaids.org.
Postmark: World AIDS Day,

2004 is a Columbia College
Chicago event inspired by
Visual AIDS' annual Postcards
from the Edge exhibition.

If you are unable to attend this event but wish to make a contribution please make checks payable to Visual AIDS and send
to: Attention Courtney Arnold, Office of Multicultural Affairs, Columbia College Chicago, 623 S. Wabash Ave., Suite 301,
Chicago, ll 60605
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Uncle Fun
The coolest uncle In town, Uncle
Fun Is the one-stop shop for
everything quirky. Piles of off-thewall toys fill the favored toy store.
This holiday season Rodney
Dangerfield memorabilia, such as
his talking figures, are big movers,
according to the fun-loving
employees. In fact, all things talk·
ative seem to be popular this
year: from Rocky to the ubiquitous
George W. Bush figures. And of
course, one can never go wrong
with the old classics: tin toys and
robots. And let's not forget the
clapping monkey. What else
could anyone ask for? 1338 W.
Belmont Ave. (773) 477-8223.
unclefunchicago.com

Magic Inc.
Located in Lincoln Square,
Chicago's oldest magic shop has
an extensive selection of all things
magical. From the large assortment of how-to books, to tricks
that range from the Mail Bag
Escape to the Self-Lighting
Cigarette, Magic Inc. has something for children, beginners and
full-blown magicians. If you know
someone interested in becoming a
magician, buy them a membership
to the Hardcore Lecture Group
that meets for magic lectures in
Magic Inc.'s private backroom
museum. 5082 N. Lincoln Ave.
(773) 334-2855.
Melting Point
For the hottest holiday shopping,
check out this urban do-it-yourself
candle shop on Clark Street. For
$8, you can grab a spot at a table
to play with melting wax--creating
a one-of-a-kind mosaic candle by
combining different scents and
colored chunks into a mold. You
won't find candles like this at Pier
1. Plus, you can have candlemaking parties at the Melting
Point; just call ahead for reservations. 2467 N. Clark St.
(773) 529-4048.

Belmont Army Surplus
There may not actually be a surplus of army memorabilia here
(who's really looking for that kind
of thing anyway?), but the
Belmont Army Surplus is half uber
trendy, half punk rock. With fashionable clothing and fancy shoes
on the lower level and colorful

•

sneakers, screen-printed tees and
distressed jeans on the second
level, there's bound to be something for everyone on your list.
945 W. Belmont Ave. (773) 5491038. Belmontarmy.com

The T-Shirt Deli
This Bucktown delicatessen has
only one thing on its menu : custom made T-shirts pressed while
you wait. The deli has a wide vari ety of American Apparel short and
long sleeve T-shirts to decorate

with letters and decals that are
heat pressed in front of your eyes.
It's the perfect gift idea for those
inside jokes that only you and
your friends would understand, let
alone make aT-shirt of. 1739 N.
Damen Ave. (773) 276-6268.
tshirtdeli.com

Early to Bed
Voted the "Best Sex Shop in
Chicago" by Newcity, Early to Bed
is Chicago's first women-owned
business of its kind. A self-proclaimed "feminist sex store; Early
to Bed is far from scary. It's a
brightly lit establishment with an
assortment of items on tasteful
display. From vegan friendly condoms to Vibro key chains, Early to
Bed offers gifts that can be taken
humorously or to bed. There is
also a great selection of instructional, gender identity-based, and
feminist books such as The
Ethical Slut. If you're stili unsure
about what to purchase, try the
vaguely titled Woody Goody Toy Bag.
5232 N. Sheridan Road (773)
271-1219. early2bed.com

Una Mae's Freak Boutique
Una Mae's, a resale shop, stands
out for having consistent quality
for an agreeable price. Not exactl}
a "discount" store, Una Mae's
recovers vintage clothing, as well
as contributions from local design·
ers. The real gift finds lie in the
countertop full of band pins, hand·
made stationary, jewelry and aromatherapy products. 1422 N.
M ilwaukee Ave. (773) 276-7002.
Strange Cargo
Strange Cargo is in a prime
Wrigleyville location, especially
with its mountainous pile of Cubs
apparel in stock. Not merely a
store for diehard fans, it offers
iron-on decals from the '70s and
'80s, and will make any kind of
shirt you'd like. Strange Cargo
also sells an assortment of Chud
Taylors, beer themed T-shirts,
antique toys, funny postcards anc
leftover anti-Bush wear. It looks
small, but the variety of fun junk
that Strange Cargo offers makes
difficult to leave empty-handed.
3448 N. Clark St. (773) 327-8090

•

Time to max out the credit cards 0 1
just to make others happy. But if yo
what to get for the special people
some ideas worth considering. Sorr
the-wall. Either way, you 'II be able
importantly, have fun buying them.
BY JAMIE MURNANE, TRISH
BENDIX AND TODD BURBO

-
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Brown Elephant
A charitable resale store, Brown
Elephant's many locations give
their profits to HIV and AIDS
research. The Brown Elephant in
Wicker Park offers clothing, furniture, COs, vinyl, books, old magazines and houseware. While the
prices are already considerably
low, bargaining with the fine folks
behind the counter is also a fun
pastime. 1459 N. Milwaukee
Ave. (773) 252-8801 .

Virgin Megastore
Besides offering fabulous holiday
sales on new and old music, the
Virgin Megastore offers an assortment of Ben Sherman clothing,
music and culture magazines,
books, DVDs and collectibles. For
last minute ideas, the Megastore
is a sure bet to find something for
a fickle friend or family member.
And if you're not sure, preview
any CD in the 20-some listening
booths available. 540 N. Michigan
Ave. (31 2) 645-9300.

1M PCUPri:dc sa.
Julita lie monkey Is Invading the
wortd--or so It would seem. So
jump on the Paul Frank bandwagon, or help your friends do the
same, with some of the big Paul
Frank movers this season. This
Lincoln Park location boasts Paul
Frank bedding and the new Paul
Frank Barbie as this season's
most popular items. But, for a
store that offers everything from
clothing (including the new children's line, Small Paul) to shoes
to houseware and luggage, there
really is something for everyone.
Just make sure the gift recipient
doesn't have an unusual fear of
monkeys. 851 W. Armitage Ave.
(773) 388-3122. paulfrank.com

Dave's Records

Urban Outfitters

A sign on the front door will warn
you: No COs, just vinyl. If that
doesn't turn you away, then
you've just found your new
favorite record store. The space is
tight, and if there are more than
three or four people shopping, it
may be tough to maneuver, but
have patience and start digging.
You 'll find an impressive stock of
all genres of music-one-stop
shopping for all of those vinyl
junkies on your list. 2604 N. Clark
St. (773) 929-6325.

If it's hot-right this minutethey've got it. Urban Outfitters is
always stocked with dope shoes,
clever (sometimes) T-shirts, and
hot home-decor. They also have a
wide range of useless but funny
gifts (such as Jesus action figures), random how-to books (such
as marijuana cooking and naughty
origami) and even kitchenware.
Two locations: 935 N. Rush St.
(312) 640-1919, 2352 N. Clark
St. (773) 549-1711 .

Chicago Comics
As much a toy store as a comic
store, Chicago Comics is the
place to shop for those friends
who never quite grew up. The
place Is packed with rare, collectible and imported toys, as well
as T-shirts and DVDs. They also
carry a few comic books, ranging
from Spider-Man and X-Men titles
to small press and self-published
graphic novels and zines. They
also carry a large variety of
manga, anime and Japanese toys.
3244 N. Clark St. (773) 528·1983.

Powell's Bookstores
Perhaps the best used-bookstores
in the country, Powell's has
blessed Chicago with three locations. The Hyde Park location is
built to serve University of
Chicago students, and is billed as
"the most scholarly" location.
Their location in the South Loop
serves as their retail warehouse,
and has a good variety of genres
and titles. Their North Side location features their largest art
selection and plenty of fiction , but
be sure to visit the rare book
room- you'll feel like a better person just standing in it. If you're
ready to drop some big coin for
your friend who demands first editions, this is the place to be. Three
Chicago locations: 1501 E. 57th
St. (773) 955-7780; 828 S. Wabash
Ave. (312) 341-0748; 2850 N.
Lincoln Ave. (773) 248-1444.

1d pawn your personal belongings
u're having problems deciding
in your life, we've come up with
e are obvious, and some are offto find plenty of presents and, most
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Mitsuwa Marketplace
Mitsuwa is worth the trip fo r the
Asia-obsessed person in your life.
Essentially a Japanese mall, you 'll
find a super-market with Asian fast
food, as well as grocers selling
fresh supplies, if you want to do
the cooking yourself. You'll also
find stores for Japanese music,
anime and film . Everywhere you
look, you'll find products that are
very rare in the United States. 100
E. Algonquin Road, Arlington
Heights, Ill. (847) 956-6699.
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Book offers relationship resolutions Smithsonian obtains Seinfield 'puffy shirt'
By Vanessa Maltln & Eliulbeth Chemow!U-WIRE

By Jennifer Sabella/Assistant News Editor
You JUSt got dropped off from a fab- ing from ridiculous to realistic. In
ulous date. He's polite and cute and some sections, the excuses women
you laughed together all night. The make for men are so outrageous it
next day, you patiently await his call. borders on insulting.
No, dear, he is not that into you if he
"He's gonna call." you think. "He's so
will only see you when he's drunk, or
1nto me."
A few days later, you aren't so sure, only calls when he needs something.
These things seem obvious but, as
but you don't lose hope. "Maybe he's
really busy." you think. "Maybe he much as women think they know
was just so into me that he got about men, some examples in
Behrendt's book may strike a chord,
scared."
and make you think,
Comedian and ex"Sex and the City" con- .------,.,....-...,."Oh, it makes so
much sense now."
sultant
Greg
When dealing with
Behrendt's new book,
a game-playing man,
He's Just Not That Into
women
can
get
You: The No-Excuses
caught off guard from
Truth
to
time to time. For
Understanding Guys,
example, if a guy
tries to save all women
says he's into you,
who, time and time
and acts like he's into
again, make excuses
you, but still won't
for the men they
date you, a woman
desire.
has no choice but to
He has the same
be battled. In this
answer for everything:
state of confusion, it
If a man wants you,
seems normal to
and he knows you
make
excuses.
want him, he's going to
Behrendt takes those
show it. He's going to
excuses and tosses
call you. He's going to
them out the window.
make you feel wanted
and appreciated. If he
The book is a quick
doesn't,
Behrendt
read , and generates
says, he's simply not worth your time. a laugh or two, but can leave a readThe book features an introduction er feeling insulted or embarrassed.
by Behrendt and Liz Tuccilo, former
He's Just Not That Into You won't
"Sex and the City" executive story change your life by any means and is
editor, who offers a female perspec- not to be taken 100 percent seriously.
tive throughout the book.
The book may open your eyes and
Written in a "Dear Abby"-like format, make you realize, a man won't magithe book is divided into 16 categories cally turn into a wonderful boyfriend
including, "II he's not dating you," and overnight, and if you're making
"If he's not calling you," or "If he only excuses for him, he probably wasn't
worth your time in the first place.
has sex with you when he's drunk."
Each category has excuses rang-

The Smithsonian Museum of American
History acquired its first "joke" Nov. 18 as
comedian Jerry Seinfeld made a contnbution.
.
.
Seinfeld presented the museum w1th h1s
famed puffy shirt and the ~cnpt from the
puffy shirt episode, whiCh a1red dunng the
show's filth season. In the ep1sode,
Seinfeld agrees to wear the shirt when he
appears on the "Today" show, but only
alter nagging from Kramer's low-talking
girlfriend.
.
"This is the most embarrassing moment
in the history of the Smithsonian. This has
got to be a new low for them and I couldn't be prouder to have my name plastered
all over it," Seinfeld said at the dedication
ceremony.
Seinfeld said that the museum's philosophy goes against everything he stands
for because he generally throws every~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
thing away.
The Smithsonian's pop-culture collection has more than 6,000 objects from theatre, film and television. The putty shirt will L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . 1
sit on display next to Dorothy's ruby slipThe dedication ceremony was followed
pers from The Wizard of Oz and Jim
by a reception that featured items from
Henson's Kermit the Frog muppet.
'The world consists of garbage and pre- popular Seinfeld establishments including
garbage," Seinfeld saic1, defining pre- Ray's Pizza and the Soup Nazi. Also
garbage as items that should be thrown available were black and white cookies,
away but haven't been. "Thank you for Kramer's rice pudding, corned beef and
including me in the world's greatest collec- turkey club sandwiches, egg cream,
Elaine's "big salad," chicken lingers
tion of pre-garbage."
Dwight Blocker Bowers, the exhibit served out of alphabetized cereal boxes,
curator, said that since the 1940s, people Jujubes, Junior Mints and Milk Duds.
"Seinfeld" premiered on NBC July 5,
have gathered around their television sets
to watch everything from Greek comedy to 1989 and documented the lives of four
Burlesque-but that sitcoms provide the main characters: Jerry, George, Elaine
most memorable rings from everyday life. and Kramer, played by Jerry Seinfeld,
"Items from pop-culture are very impor- Jason Alexander, Julia Louis-Dreylus and
tant for documenting the American way of Michael Richards, respectively. The show
life," Bowers said. 'When the world often won multiple Emmy Awards including
and
Comedy Seri es
seems more surreal than real, Seinfeld Outstanding
Outstanding Writing for a Comedy Series.
makes us laugh at the bizarrely familiar."

Apartment & Roommate Marketplace
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GOmers geHing titles via broadband
By Vict or Godinez/KRT
lfs easy to forget that consoles aren't the only game in
town.
Sales of games for video
such
as
the
consoles
PiayStation 2, Xbox and
GameCube hit $5.8 billion in
2003:
But PC games raked in a
respectable $1.2 billion with
less fanfare than their console
counterparts.
Now, a handful of companies
are hoping they can boost
computer game sales by
adopting a new way for PC
garners to buy and play their
favonte games.
Call it the all-you-can-eat
buffet model.
These companies are bankin~ that gamerll, instead of
dnving to a store, browsing
through crowded shelves and
maybe purchasing one $50 PC
game, will subscnbe to what is
essentially an online streaming
service.
For a monthly fee, you'll be
able to play as many games as
you want, downloading one
section of the game at a time
through your broadband connection.
Two models for subscriptionbased PC gaming are emerging: one using a regular PC,
hooked up to a computer monitor, and a more specialized
PC-in-a-box system
that
attaches to a television like a
standard video game console.
Yah oo{gamesondemand.y
ahoo.com) and cable TV and
Internet
service
provider
e o m cast {www.comcast.n

Mafia. Both also offer
simple board and puzzle
games, as well as children's releases.
As long as your subscription is active, you
can play any of the
~ames as often as you
like.
"Video on demand has
been out for some time,
and we think that consumers are growing
more and more accustomed, not just to the ondemand concept, but to
what the benefits are
that on-demand

eVgamesondemand) already
have their systems up and
running.
For $14.95 a month, you
can log on to these gaming
sites and access roughly 100
titles, with more on the way.
Comcast's titles include
fairly new blockbusters such
as
Neverwin ter Nights,
Unreal Tournament and
Dead Man's Hand.
Popular games on Yahoo's
service include recent titles
such as Civilization Ill,
Rollercoaster Tycoon 2 and

bring them," said Jeanne
Russo, director of corporate
communications for Comcast
Online.
Comcast's
Games-onDemand service also eliminates the risk of buying a
game that your PC doesn't
have the horsepower to run,
thanks to a built-in application
that checks whether your
machine matches the required
hardware,
said
Jennifer
Maclean, director of sports,
entertainment and games for
Comcast.
"You go to the store ana look
at the requirements, which are
kind of buried on the
bottom of the box and
say things like they
require DirectX 9.0 and
64-megabyte
video
card," she said. "We do
the job of making sure
the customer can actually play the games."
The other subscription
model for PC games
comes from lnfinium
Labs Inc.
lnfinium's Phantom
system was once considered "vaporware" by
many garners.
But with finalized
technical specs, a formal unveiling at the
Electronic Entertainment
Expo in May and a
launch date of Nov. 18,
the Phantom is clearly
on its way.
The Phantom has the
guts of a PC but the visage of a console.

Like a PS2, it plugs into you r
TV, but you never insert a
game disc into the Phantom.
Using a separate broadband
connection, garners will be
able to buy or rent PC games
for the Phantom's hard drive
and play them with a specially
designed keyboard and mouse
on their television.
Hardcore garners have posted their critiques of the
Phantom on gaming message
boards, mainly regarding the
two-year, $29.95-a-month subscription, a lack of first-run
games and the inability to
upgrade the Phantom's hardware as more technically
demanding
games
are
released. {You can also buy a
Phantom for $199 and pay a
month-to-month subscription.)
But hardcore garners aren't
lnfinium's main target, said
Mike Goodman, an analyst
with the Yankee Group.
Goodman said that publishers will still want to release
their top-tier games to retail
stores first, where they can
collect the full $50 price from
serious garners.
'
But games-on-demand services. such as the Phantom,mean
that older games that have
exhausted their retail runs
won't disappear, he said.
"Once that game has sold
what it's going to sell in ·retail,
you then create - the way the
movie industry has done with
theatrical, video and cable
releases- a second w:ndow,"
Goodman said.

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~
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'Want Two' pulls at heart of Rufus
By Alexandra Jones/Michigan Daily
McGarrigle) and openly gay
male chanteuse has released
Want Two, the second installment of tracks recorded concurrently with 2003's spectacular Want One. But Want Two,
the darker and more
intense of the two
albums, lacks a clear
voice. As a whole, the
album's tracks don't
support each other to
create anything bigger
than the best song,
''The Art Teacher," and
only a f~w individual
tracks stand out from
the rest.
Both albums feature
Wainwright's sublime
vocals
and
highly
developed orchestration, but they're maddeningly different from
one another: Want
One's
ideology
revolves around a sort
of sophisticated New
York glory,
underscored by sumptuous
baroque trimmings, but
Two's ideas are more
scattered, moving from
soft piano ballads, such
as "Peach Trees " to
major-keyed, Mozartinspired
technique
pieces
like
"Little
Sister."
Listeners may have
.....--~..,..,..,...,-..,..,-~.,..,.,,.-.,...,.,.___,~..., expected Two to follow
shifts
One's tonal
between poppy exu-

Rufus Wainwright is missing
something. The genetically talen ted, operatically trained (his
parents
are
Canadian
folksingers
Loudon
Wainwright Ill and Kate

Penultimate
track
berance and hyperbolic sensi- work.
tivity with material that's less "Crumb by Crumb" features a
in-motion narrative
clearly polarized, and that's cool,
exactly what Wainwright did. voice.
However, without these
obvious
extremes,
Wainwright's overarching
ideas are lost in the miasma of styles and characters stuck uncomfortably
together on Two.
The more Wainwrightesque tracks on Want
Two, ''The One You Love"
and "Peach Trees," recall
the great songs that
appear on Want Onelove songs combining
piano and a backing
band. But others, like
"Hometown Waltz" and
Skyline,"
"Memphis
sound like almost-there
attempts at love songs,
not finished pieces of
music. Closing track "Old ~maibl
Whore's Diet" is a cycli-· Ill
cal, rumba-inspired duet with
~'\-ant Two doesn't peak with
a vocalist only identified as acoustic ballad "Gay Messiah"
"Antony." The track, clocking as some listeners may have
in at nearly nine minutes, anticipated, but the innuendo
detracts from the album's- and metaphor behind it are
and Wainwright's-musical both hilarious and ingenious,
integrity with the near-con- and its chorus-"Better pray
slant repetition of "An old for your sins I 'Cuz the gay
whore's diet I Gets me goin' in messiah's coming"-is utterly
the morning."
timeless.
Despite the fact that
Want Two's finest track,
Wainwright has linked the "The Art Teacher," rivals even
dregs of the Want sessions the gorgeO!JS "Beautiful Ch ild,"
together so poorly, Want Two "Dinner at 8" and "1 1: 11 " from
contains a few beautiful tracks Want One. Wainwright's velthat rival any of his previous vety-silver voice tells the story

of a private school girl who
has a secret crush on her art
teacher over a tense, repetitive piano ostinato: "He asked
us what our favorite
work of art was I But
never could I tell him
him."
it
was
horn
Occasional
leaps between verses add a rich sadness to the story.
When Wainwright
sings, his voice
alone eclipses the
expansive orchestral
production found on
the more indulgent
Want One.
The DVD packaged
with
the
album-a mixture of
concert footage from
his show at the
Fillmore
in
San
Fransisco and short
episodes
of
Wainwright hanging out on the
street and visi ting his cousin's
new baby- includes a live
performance of "The Art
Teacher" that mesmerizes
viewers when coupled with
Wainwright's image.
While the confident, sophisticated queen leading his audience down Park Avenue on
Want One can make any listener feel like a diva, the guy
behind Want Two is a Wizard
of Oz figure, a man behind the
curtain who isn't giving up any
secrets.

Breakfast. Lunch & Dinner- We Cater- We Offer Box Lunches and Breakfast Trays

Introducing

47 West Polk St.

$3.99

"inside Dearborn Station':

312/235-0119
Open Daily at 7 a.m.

DAILY SPECIALS

Special #1
Deli Sandwich
32 oz. Fountain Drink
& Big Grab Chips

Special #2
12 oz. Soup & Deli Sandwich

1 0°/o Student Discount w/I.D.

Vr-inte.--~s
Sandwiches - Great Soups -

l?uast Cafe

Full Salad Bar - Ice Cream -

Hot Dogs -

Gourmet Coffees

help wanted!

EGG DONORS NEEDED

Connie's Pizza on Archer Ave.
is seeking servers, hosts, and
delivery drivers. Experience is
a must, 21 + only please!

COMPENSATION $5000

@~£)_31-2.32-6.34- -143

Please donate your eggs anonymously. We promise
the most positive experience with CEO.

Local Physicians available. Call us if you are:

cJinter r.,

EGG

• Female between 20-30 years old
• A healthy, non-smoker

OpJ,i ons

For information call The Center for Egg Options
lllinois. LLC info@egg411.com

847-656-8733
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Spanish hero
6 Urge forward
10 Yours and mine
14 Sulky
15 Intertwine
16 Slope by a loch
17 Philosopher
Kierkegaard
18 Watchful
20 Light musical
production
22 Immerses
23 Gore Vidal's
Breckin ridge
24 New Testament
book
26 Definite article
28 Yo~ng boy
29 Lanchester or
Maxwell
33 Practiced
37 Group of three
38 Top trump
39 Permit to
40 Excitement
42 Assistance
43 Laminated rock
45 Concerning
48 Perspiration
openrng
49 Cambndge sch.
50 Earth tone
51 Manage
54 Bangkok guy
58 Irish trieze

overcoat
6 t Advocate of
country life
63 Family members
65 Shampoo

1nstruction
66 Entranoe
67 Shipbuilder's
wood
68 PC device
69 Found a function
for

70 Jazz sessions
71 Stales of
agitation
DOWN
1 Salts source
2 Eccentric
" 3 Doctor, at times
4 Repeat oneself
5 Unit of force
6 Servrng dish
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RonArtest
By Andy Cline/Associate Editor

7 That can be
appraised
8 Fall mo.
9 Transferred
property
t 0 Not as quick on
the uptake
11 "Exodus" writer
12 Enthusiastic

review
13 Notices
19 At the present
time
2t In that place
25 Detection device
27 Healthy
30 False witness
31 Stated
32 Appends
33 Grate
34 Canyon's reply
35 Listen to
36 One of a flight
37 Roman wrap
41 Drscourage
44 Workout wear
46 Fix one's eyes
upon
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47 Hole-digging
larva
49 Deserves
52 Family dog
53 Walrus teeth
55 lndran language
56 Portfolio plus

0 3 s n
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1
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3
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57 Account entnes
58 Pakistani tongue
59 Tolstoy and
Gorcey
60 Blackthorn
62 Appendages
64 Neckline shape

Ron Artest's Friday night fight extravaganza
makes
him this week's
Jackass.
The
Indiana
Pacers star forward, along with
his buddies in
blue and yellow,
beat the hell out
of some Detroit
Pistons
fans
Nov. 19. No joke.
A fan chucked a
beer at Artest,
who was "resting" on the scorer's table-more
like egging on the
fans-and he reacted
by laying the smack
down on the first five
rows of season ticket
holders.
For his actions, he
was su spended 73
games, the rest of NBA
season.
Bijt Artest probably
doesn't care, considering earlier this year he
asked for a paid month
off -from the team in
order to pursue his
musical career. Hey,
rap on, buddy, take your
time; you have a whole
year off!
Seriou sly
though,
Artest has had trouble
with the NBA in his
career, but this deal
takes the cake. His suspension is the largest

non-drug related of any in the history of
sports ... even
Some say he may have been provoked,
but the fact remains that he went after a fan
and created one of the most infamous
sports clips to date. Thank you, Ron Artest,
for your stupidity and lack of self-control.
Thank you, Ron Artest, for creating one of
the lowest points in sports history! You are
a jackass!
=--=~--,---...-----.,..----,
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Call and Text Plan
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•
•
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1000 Anytime Minutes
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FREE Incoming Text Messages
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FREE for 2 months
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Recording Industry Association of America announces
new round of lawsuits beginning on Nov. 18 ...
PRI NCETON,
N.J.Beginning a new round of
copyright infringement lawsuits, the Recording Industry
Association
of
America
announced Nov. !8 it will take
legal action against 79 ! individuals suspected of ill egally
downloading
music
files.
Twenty-fi ve are university students charged with using illegal
peer-to-peer service connections on sites such as eDonkey,
Limewire and Kazaa.
The students implicated in
the suits attend the following
schools: American University,
Amherst College, Assumption
College,
Boston
Co llege,
Boston University, Bridgewater
State
College,
Emerson
College, Iowa State Un iversity,
James Madison University,
Mount
Ho lyoke
Co llege,
Northeastern Un iversity and the
University of Massachusetts.
The R!AA is a trade group
that represents record companies across the world.
In an effort to fi napcially support its members, . the R!AA
works to protect their property
rights, conduct , consumer
research and"Cmonitor state and
federal regu lations, according
to its web:>itei·
The R!AA identifies copyright music offenders thro ugh
" John Doe" lawsuits.
T his pr~which takes
about two ~t'i'rmlaenti fies
perpetrators by their Internet
protocol addresses.
T he RIAA then com pels
Internet service providers to
identi fy offenders by their IP
addresses, RIAA spokesman
Jonathon Lamy's press representative said.

HOUSTON-A
federa l
judge. struck down Texas Tech
University's
" free-speech
zones" last month, rul ing the
campus speech policy as unconstitutional.
Tech is the third university to
have its speech code overturned
by a federal court, but UH
Genera l
Counsel
Dona
Hamilton said she doesn't see
the university's policy changing
soon.
Judge Sam R. Cummings of
the Northern District of Texas
gave the ruling that affected
Tech's poli cy. Hamilton said
decis ions in the Northern
District don't directly affect the
Southern District, which UH is in.

Tech 's poli cy required
student s make pub! ic speeches
in a 20-foot-wide gazebo that
could accommodate about 40
peop le. Students had to have
perm its to speak outside that
area.
A student who wanted to
voice his anti-gay views outside
the designated free-speech
gazebo challenged the policy at
Tec h.
Un iversity offi cials
turned down the request, saying
the student's speech was "the
expression of a personal belief
and thus is something more
appropriate for the free-speech

area."
Cumm ings ordered large
areas of the Tech campus to be
opened for free expression and
barred the university from
enforc ing other limits on free
speech, like limiting the distribution of pamphlets.

C HEST NUT
HI LL,
Mass. -Conservative author
and columnist Ann Coulter
came to Boston College on
Nov. !9 to promote her new
book How to Talk to a Liberal:

The World According to Ann
Coulter, and to do what m·any
feel she does best: Bash liberals. In a speech injected with
her trademark sarcastic humor,
Coulter used the recent presidential electip n . to point out
what she v iews as flaws within
the Democratic Party.
After describing her delight
with the left's post-election
lamentations and threats to em igrate, Coulter offered a diagnosis of the problems facing the
Democratic Party. "Stop campa igning w ith out-of-touch
Holl ywood elite," she said.
"And have a lot less anti-war
ra il ies whe:e everyone goes
around calling each other comrades."
Cou lter spent a large part of
the time discussing gay marriage, describing its effect on
the Democratic ticket as onerous due to the fact that referendums bann ing same-sex marriage passed in all I I states
where they were on the ballot.
The r ight-wing pundit went
on to spec ifica lly berate the
Massachusetts Supreme Court,
which legalized gay marriage in
the state last year. These activist
courts, she sa id, are out of
touch with American popular
opinion.
The Q-and-A session that fo l-

Dr. Julian Keenan and h is research assistant Kevin Guise watch the readings from brain
measurements and eye tracker goggles on Kayleigh Cesare a t their research labo ratory
Dixon Hall at Montclair State University. Accordi ng to Keenan , w ho has been resea rchi
d ece ption fo r 10 years, everyone lies
lowed her speech gave students .
an opport unity to address
Coulter's statements, but frequen tly slipped into hostile
One
student
exchanges.
accused Coulter of lacking factual substance, while another
alluded to the two men who
threw custard pies at Coulter at
the University of Arizona.
Coulter defended her body of
work and cited her research into
the posi ti ve legacy of Sen.
Joseph McCarthy as an example of her using fact ual evidence.

violent crimes combined.
The war actually drives up
the price of illegal drugs by
limiting the narcotics trade to a
select few overseas dealers who
do not have to compete with
local drug kingpins, she said.
Educat ion is the most effective way to deal w ith drug
abuse, she said.
Aside from being the first
woman president of the ACLU,
Strossen is co-chair of the
Nat ional Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws
advisory comm ittee, along with
country singer Willie Nelson.

GAINESVILLE, Fla.-You
have the right not to remain
sil ent, the Ameri can Civil

Liberties Union President
Nadine Strossen told the nearly
400 people in attendance Nov.
18 at the University of Florida.
Strossen urged the most ly
student c rowd to continue
protesting the USA Patriot Act,
wh ich she said lowers the legal
standard for searches that can
result in drug charges.
Strossen said the war on
drugs does not deter drug use,
nor does it hurt the fund ing of
terrorism .
Last year, more than 755,000
drug arrests were made, and 90
percent of those were for possession, she said. Strossen said
that the number exceeds the
total number of arrests for all

tries to reduce the deficit. In his
first term, however, Bush continued trends of strong increases
for scientific research.
Of particular importance is
stem cell research, especia lly
for a world-renowned research
institution like Northwestern.
Scientis ts large ly view stem
cells as a promising path toward
curing diseases, incl uding
Alzheimer's disease, but fede ral
funding has been strictly limited

because some bel iev e the
embryos used in research constitute human li fe.
Researchers grew concerned
in February when Bus)1 did not
reappoint two members of his
bioethics advisory council who
opposed bans on cloning for
stem cell research. The majority
of the council in 2002 recommended a four-year moratorium
on such work fo r further debate.
The White House offi cials

said the two members left as
their tenn s expired, but all the
ot her members were asked back
when their time was up.
"! see nothing to tell me that
federal policy will change," said
John Kess ler, ch ief of neurology
at Northweste rn's Feinberg
School of Medic ine. " ! tlunk
we're all .:o ncerned right now
about wheth er we will be
allo" eJ
to advance our

- Compiled by Adam J. FeriWJion

Curriculum OJminuedfiom Page 10
Bush's re-elec tion will probably
not impact the topics in his
classroom, but he is worried
about what effect Bush's second
term will have on K- 12 education.
" This -administration doesn't
want evolution taught in the
classrooms," he said.
Some students come to his
class with little exposure to evoluti on, Galbreath said. More
students entering coll ege in

Europe know about evolutionary theory than students in the
United States.
Curriculum changes directly
implemented as a result of the
Bush administration are unlikely, but research is one area
where the government is having
a direct impact.
Under Bush's 2005 budge t
proposal, research funds will
grow only a couple of percentage points as the administration

fe;' St..' J fdt. "
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SPACES
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

At least one person 1n your group must be a Columb1a
College student w1th a vahd Fall 2004 Columbia
College 10 (Each Columbia College Ch•cago student Is
perm•tted 1 non-Columbta guest)

LIMITED PERFORMANCE SLOTS AVAI LABLE PER GENRE

n

FREE ADMISSION. FREE REFRESHMENTS. FREE FUN. Col,uf!'~.i~. , . ......
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Have a HEART. Share the iov of ART
Wednesday: December 1st

~

I N TWO LOCATI ONS :
Featuring:

Woody Trio .,..._
The Kevin !!art1nez Project - · _

Chicago Public Schools K-6 art rooms are in need
of ART SUPPLIES!
Donations needed are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tempera cake paints
Paint brushes
•
~
White paper (12x18 preferred)
~
Oil Pastels
Crayons
Washable markers
Craft notions: beads, pompoms, glitter, string, yarn ...

Drop boxes will be located in the lobbies of all of Columbia College
Chicago buildings. November 29-December 15
(New ARTSUPPUES only please.)
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CALL FOR WORK

[C]SPACES IS
A DIVISION OF
STUDENT AFFAIRS,
FUNDED ENTIRELY BY
STUDENT ACTIVITY
FEES.

nlilac,e,p
\fr:

An exhibition about vices.

Be honest! What are yours
Exhibition Dates: January 12·21

Hokm Annex Gallery. 623 5. Wabash Avenue

What lurks at virtue's door?
vices: bad habits, flaws, immoral behavior and evil ways.
Arrwork will be juried by the Visual Am Management Special Topics Students

of Columbia College Chicago.
Please send a digital representation with title and dimensions of your work to:

ARTofficiall @gmail.com
Conracr us for PtrfOimonct submission guidelints.

Prrfonnoncrs will tokt plou during tht'optnif19 r«tptiotl Ntning WHJM1drry, January 12.1005

DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 30, 2004
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hours: M-Th 9-7, F 9-5, Sat. by appt.

STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLLEG
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2004 Florence Exhibit
Columbia Arts/Florence Summer Program
November 11-December 8, 2004
'""""~,... ..,create!t_during

t!Je summer of 2004 9YColumbia College Chicago students and faculty in the Columbia Arts/

Florence program.
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hours: M-Th 9-7, F 9-5, Sat. by appt.

THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

no matter how hard you try, you can't stop us now
December 8, 2004 -January 21, 2005
An exhibition of graffiti style artworks and sketchbooks by the Graffiti Student Organization of Columbia College Chicago
and other select community artists.
Artist Reception with a OJ and Hip Hop Performance by Treo Logic
Wednesday, December 8, 6:30pm-10pm (entry with Columbia id)
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THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

Glass Curtain Gallery closed for maintenance
November 25, 2004-January 30, 2005

1104 s. Wabash Ave, first floor
hours: M&Th 9-7, Tu, W, F9-5
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Courts come up firing blanks ·
ver the course of the
past 30 years or so,
society has taken a
close, hard look at a wide
array of places where corporate behavior has endangered public heal th and
safety.
Ranging from the 1970
Clean Air Act, which held
factories and automakers
accountable for pollution, to
the current trend of suing
tobacco companies for making a dangerous product,
society has sought to place
clear lines on the rights of
corporations to do as they
pl~a se when it comes to
hurting citi zens.
Which is all the more reason the recent dismissal of
two lawsuits on behalf of
the city of Chicago accusing
handgun manufacturers of
knowingly letting weapons
fall into the hands of criminals is such a disappointment.
The suits, filed by the city
and victims of gun violence,
accuse gunmakers of creating a "public nui sance" by
saturating the city with a
product that kills people and
racks up hundreds of millions of doll ars in la w
enforcement and health care
costs.
On Nov. 18, the Ill inois
Supreme Court di smi,sed
both suits. rulin g that simply manufacturing guns
does not make them a nui·
sancc. The ruli ng i> seen by
many as a victory for opponents of gun control meas·
ures.
Unfortunately, the pro blem goes beyond strict inter-

0

pretations of the law, and
lies in America's moral
blindness when it comes to
the rights of gun ownership.
At the heart of the argument for the right to bear
arms is the notion that controis are unnecessary simply
because human beings exercise the right to free will.
Even within the realm of
product liability, this belief
fails to withstand scrutiny.
Case law is filled with
example after example of
manufacturers of seemingly-harmless products being
sued because they did not
take into consideration~r
willfully ignored-potentially damaging aftereffects.
But when it comes to
handguns, an extraordinarily dangerous product to
begin with, all responsibility for incidenta l damage is
laid ·at the feet of the consumer.
In America, the story
seems to be that handgu ns
in and of themselves aren't
dangerous, and the only way
in which they become so is
when a less-than-law-abiding citizen develops criminal intent and uses a handgun to carry out his wishes.
Therc's no room for
human erro r, bad judgment,
slo ppi ness. the effects of
marketing, or negli gence on
the part of manu facturers or
sellers at all. Only the belief
th at guns are a God-gi ve n
right that shouldn't be questioned.
That doesn't ex plain,
however, the estimated
30.000
firearm-related
deaths in this country each

Adam's Rust

' year, as reported by the
Brady Campaign to Prevent
Gun Violence.
Or the nine people under
the age of 19 who were on
average killed by guns each
day in America on average
in 2000. Or that more than
half of all family murders
use firearms.
Nor does it explain the
9,581 guns Chicago police
have seized so far this year
on city streets, up from
8,950 at this time last year.
Or the 513 murders committed in Chicago by firearms
in 2002. Or the $433 million
in costs for gun-related violence the city looked to
recover in the lawsuits.
What o ur belief about
guns means is that there are
192 million privately owned
firearms in the United
States-65 millio n of which
are handguns. And t_hat in
1998
alone,
licen~ed
firearms dealers sold an
estimated 4.4 million guns,
1.7 million of which were
handguns. And . that tens of
thousands of those g uns
made it into Chicago.
And, one can assume, that
generated an awful lot of
profits for gun manufacturers.
Whether the Ch icago suit
will be appealed, the city
has put its finger on the
problem in a way that goes
beyond ideology: There's
more than enough blame to
go around when it comes to
handguns.
Perh aps it 's time gunmakers started to take responsibility for their products just
like everyone else.

Drawing a line on free speech?
o some people, Ted
Rail can be a little
· hard to take.
Take The Washington
Post, for example. Rail, the
sy ndicated cartoonist, was
dropped from the Nov. 18
online edition of the Post for
drawing a cartoon showing a
drooling, mentally handicapped student taki ng over a
classroom.
Doug Fever, executive editor of the Washington Post's
electronic edition, said in a
statement that Rail's work no
longer fit the sort of "tone"
the Post wanted to convey to
its readers.
It wasn't the first time the
political satirist had managed
to piss someone off- mostly
conservatives who don't like
his anti-Bush, liberal slant.
Back in May, Rail questioned the motives of NA..
player-turned-soldier
Pat
Till man, who died serving in
Afghanistan. He suggested
that instead of being the hero
many in the media were
making him out to be, all

T

Tillman wanted to do was go
somewhere and kill Arabs.
Last year, the New York
Times dropped him from its
online edition for much of
the same reason cited by the
Post. He's also gotten in
trouble . for strips about
Condoleezza Rice and the
9/11 widows.
Are these simply cases of
an insensitive cartoonist
pushing the envelope a little
too far? Maybe.
But it's worth noting that
Rail, who sees himself as a
champion of liberal dissent
in a conformist age, has
raised the most ire from people who don' t iike his political views. The recent strip
that involved the handicapped child taking over the
classroom was a somewhat
subtle, but very pointed,
commentary on the Bush
administratio'n, and the public's tendency to elect those
who pander to the lowest
common denominator.
To compare President
George W. Bush to a drool-
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ing special education student
is one thing. To poi nt out that
unqualified politicians may
have won an election-or
that the slowest student has
suddenly
become
the
teacher-is another.
Every newspaper, including this one, has to struggle
on a regular basis with questions of taste, propriety,
responsibility and First
Amendment rights. Rail is
one of those cartoonists who
seem to have more enemies
than friends, and those who
are willing to line up on his
side seem to be willing to do
so for other reasons-like
First Amendment rightsthan for how his work makes
them feel.
But as a wise man once
said, you can't have a little
bit of free speech. It's all or
nothing, and outside of outright slander or lying, you
have to take the good with
the bad.
Particular! y when you
don't agree with the speaker's politics.
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LEI I ERS 10 lHE EDrTOR:
Compromise possible on smoking ban
I am responding to
Nov. 22 piece titled
"Choose your poisonjust don ' t take mine."
I think the United
Kingdo m's near ban on
smoking in closed _public places is absolute ly
exce lle nt , but there
s hou ld
be
specia l
accommodations for ihc
smoker.
The
Underground
Cafe in the So uth
Campus Building, 624
South Wabash Ave., is a
perfect example.
Before the enclosed
smoking room was put
in, I hardly ever went to
the Underground Cafe
because usually I' d
come out coughing
from all the s moke. It
was ridiculous.
Now, it's a comfortable and well thought
out arrangement. I wish
Chicago would do what
the Underground Cafe
did to all our public
places.
If the author thinks
that leaving our right to
smo.ke our lungs out in
public places is a good
and wonderful thing, I
have to ask him to take
a real close look at the
health effects of both
first- and second-hand
smoke.
I used to smoke like
crazy. I'm not proud of
it, but now my lungs are
so bad that I can' t stand
- or physically taket~e

smoke of any kind.
A total ban of smoking sounds scary, but I
strongly feel that a comprom ise, as I sugge,lited
(li ke the Undergrou nd
Cafe). would be a bri lliant solution to a pretty
old, co ntroversial problem.

In your article ent itled
"Questions abound on .
unio n vote" in · the
Commentary section on
Nov. 22, you incorrectly
name the Co lumbia
College
Faculty
Organization. and you
- Holden Hayes also say incorrectl y tha-t
Senior it is a union.
Film/Video
Please correc t the
name. and be aw~re th at
the CCFO is not a
Film idea ludicrous
uriion, but an organization of full-time faculty,
In response to the artists-in-residence and
article that ran about a lecturers at Columbia.
student who signed a
You need to check
contract for their pitch your facts before pubabout a 9-year-old lishing thi s kind of
genius who runs for information.
president ("Movie deal
I am sure that Keith
possible for student," · Kostecka, who is the
Nov.l5), do any of The current president of
Chronicle writers know CCFO, will be glad to
anything about the law talk With you and
that clearly states in explain what is correct
Art ic le ' II of the here.
Constitution that anyIt seems to me that
one running for presi- your sources for this
deiu must be at least 35 commentary artic le are
years of age?
inadequate.
I ' m just curious to
know
how
much
-Joa n Erdma n
research is done with
Professor of
the staff, and if maybe
Anthropology and
thi s cou ld have been
Cultural Studies
discussed more with the
Department of
person who pitched the
Liberal Education
idea and the person who
Research
bought the idea.
(Editors note: A cor- Michael Spr ague rection and clarificatriJunior can be found on page
Film/Video 2.)
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Have I told you how sorry I am lately?
regret abo ut being o n the losing
side of the recent election.
Sprink led in amo ng the phoSo what's so wrong with say- tos are responses from likeing you're sorry ?
minded soul s th rougho ut the
Apparently, quite a lo t, if the world writing back to say they
response to a popular new web- understand and. in some cases.
site called Sorry Everybody o fferin g room. on their couch if
(www.sorryeverybody.com ) is their American friends want to
stop by.
any indication.
Created for those dismayed
The site is the brainchifd of
by the re-electio n of George W. James Zetlen , a 20-year-old
Bush to let the world know how neuroscience student at the
they feel, the site features page Un ivers ity
·of
Southern
after page o f photos of voters. California who, a long with a
presumabl y libera ls, progres- group he describes as a "netsives and Democrats, holding work of irate nerds natio nhandmade signs apolo gizing to wide." started th e site the day
the rest of the world fo r the ir after the e lect io n.
" It started as o ne of those sly
inability to vote their nemesis
Internet jokes." he said . ''And it
out of office.
The success
of Sorry started in part because I was
Everybod y-the si te has more sorry I wasn't enough of an
than 5.000 photos and contin- activist lin the weeks lead ing
ues to add more by the day- up to th e e lec tio n!. The po int.
has, somewhat predictab ly, more than anyt hing el se. is to
try to s upport civil di scourse
touched off an onli ne war.
On the o ne s ide is Sorry bet wee n coun tries. between
Everybody and a s ister site of America and the rest of th e
sorts, Apologies Accepted world. It 's particularly gratify(www.apologiesaccepted.com), ing to see the ki nd of response
which bill s itself as "the it 's gotten .''
Of course, the idea that anyworld 's answer to sorryeverybody.com," complete with pho- o ne in America might fee l the
tos of sympathetic folks from need to apologize to foreigners
other lands offering encourage- is enough to cause some conserment and gratitude for the orig- vatives to see red .
Much of th e preside nti al
inal effort.
between
the
On the other is a series of campaign
sites featuring B ush supporters RepubliCan Bush and Democrat
pointedly not feeling the need John F. Kerry. you' II remember,
to apologize to anyone. And, for centered o n whethe r Kerry was
sood measure, they often throw too much of an internationalist,
in an ins ult or two for those and whether he was weak o n
de fen se.
who do.
So, naturall y. Zetle n and his
Which j ust goes to show :
Some people wi ll fear anything. friend s have recei ved th e .
Offering messages such as expected amount of hate mail ,
and numerous oppos ing sites
"Sorry world, we triedsigned: o ne half of America" have sprung up sporting such
and "49 percent of us didn' t names as We' re Not Sorry,
vote for him," the photos on You' re Welcome Everybody,
Sorry Everybody not on ly Sorry Everybody My Ass and
demonstrate humor and creativ- Kiss My American Ass.
Copy ing much of the look
ity, but also communicate a
deeply felt sense of sadness and and feel of the o riginal, many of
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NUmerals
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these sites fea ture pho tos of
presum ably
red-bl ooded
Americans ho lding signs saying
they're not sorry, posing w ith
guns. and insulting liberals to
boo t.
''I'm not sorry that you eli tists lost the elec tio n- Go
B ush !" says the neatl y-typed
. sign o f one young man on
Yo urewelcomeeverybody.com.
"To the leftist traitors: We' re
no t sorry and fuck you," sa id
the sign of another young man
with a backward baseball cap
o n and a small hoop earring on
the same site.
"All gay freak s .that wish to
marry take note: Not he re ya
queer," goes a third hand- scribbled sign, held up by a gentleman
proudly s porting a
Nationa l Rifle Association pin.
And so on.
Many outside observers-and
mo re than a few journalists
looking for o ne more wacky
e lect io n- re lated story- mig ht
be tempted to write thi s little
Internet battle off as no thing
more than another sign o f a
hopelessly di vided natio n.
But there's more to it tha n
that. Zetlen and hi s friends have
stumbled onto something that
gets to the core of what, fo r
many of us, it means to be an
American, particularly in the
post-9/11 world: terror at our
own weakness.

That's what much of the elec tio n was abo ut . after all-questions over w hether we were

going to allow even the sli ght est bit of self-doubt to creep
into our national self· im age . a

stance popularized by the victorious president who, famous ly,
couldn't think o f a single mi s- ·
take he made when offe red the
opportu nit y.
In the wa ke of 9111.
America's militaristic and
aggressive response to the
world, resu lting in the deaths of
tens of tho usands of civil ians,
has caused many Americans to
fea r the e ne my withi n more
than the ene my without.
For some of us, those who
would answer every chall enge
with a gun, every sli ght wit h a
guided mi ssile, and every im agined te rror with a threat to
invade are the o nes we should
be fri ghtened of.
·For o thers, the scary o nes are
those of us wi lling to recognize
the role th is country plays in the
security of the world and reach
o ut to like-m inded people
around the g lo be to show them
Americans are more than j ingoistic, reck less and blood-t_hirsty
cowboys.
Unfortunately, there are some
of us who simply can't stand
that.
And they're the ones . who
sho uld be truly sorry.

The pizza boy wore red
By Scott Carlson
Campus News Editor

For hundreds of years, the
world's pro letariat has vied for a
bigger slice of the pie, but until
now, that analogy was never so
literal-and their cause so dangerous to college students.
The
Tennessee-based
Association of Pizza Deli very
Drivers has grabbed some publicity of late as the country's foremost group concerned with what
its members see as the poor
working conditions in the pizza
delivery business.
The organization's effort is
drawing attention fro m the
,National Labor Relations Board
and suppon from the Teamsters
and other unions.
Why college students haven' t
taken to the streets and erupted in
civil disobedience is bewildering.
We really should be fi ghting this.
Takeout is one of the most
sacred institutio ns in the
American college experience.

second only to binge drinking.
After all, students have mo re
imponant things to worry about
than keeping the ir pantries
stocked. Besides, getting UF off
the floor where you passed out
the night before just to walk to
the grocery store is an incredible
hassle.
How can we pass up the opportunity to have a hot meal delivered to o ur doors for the low cost
of 10 bucks?
But Tim Lockwood, treasurer
of the fled gling unio n, has stated
he wants to collecti vely bargain
with majo r pizza chains to force
them to cover their drivers with
more expensive driver's insurance, as well as a 30 cents to 40
cents reimbursement for every
mile o n the road.
And what about the threat of
strikes inherent to unionization·>
Who can afford to get their pizza
20 minutes later than normal
because the usual deli very guy is
picketing his boss? The munchies
wait for no one.

But, on a larger scale, we have
to ask ourselves: What happens if
America's Italian fast-food
empire falls to the Reds?
Take a look at a wo rld history
book,
students.
President
Eisenhower called it the Domino
Theory-one communist uprising leads to another.
•
Noam Chomsky, the lefty academic, argues in his book, What
Uncle Sam Really Wants, that the
theory was just used to frighten
the public into thinking Ho Chi
Minh himself would get into in a
canoe and land in California. But
history has shown that o ne
socialist country usually begets
another, which begets another,
and so o n.
Why not restaurants, too?
Befo re we know it, this
Bolshevik uprising will spread to
the other businesses that students
frequent. Chinese restaurant
deli very drivers will be handing
you copies of Chairman Mao's
little red book with your chicken
fried rice. The local Korean and

Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Bowd of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns are the opinions at the a~s).

Vietnamese restaurants' delivery
employees will create seperate
unions and vie for the best deli very routes. (Currently, there are
no popular Russian-owned
Vodka delivery services, so the
analogy isn't perfect, but you get
the point.)
Unionization has bro ught
about some terrific changes to the
American workplace, but in this
situation, those afflicted by
organizatio n would far outnumber the beneficiaries.
We feel for our working class
brothers- some of us of could
easi ly have pizza delivery jobs on
our resumes in the future- but
do you expect us to get up, put on ·
clothes, come down to the restaurant and pick up food ourselves
while we' re still college students?
And if that eventuality doesn' t
scare you, think about the possibility that someone called "a
scab" might one day be handling
your dinner.
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ATTENTION GRADUATING STUDENTS!
[C]SPACES IS LOOKING fOR GRADUATING STUDENTS
TO SUBMIT HIGH-QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHS Of
ARTWORK IN ANY MEDIA (ILLUSTRATION, PAINTING,
fiLM/VIDEO STILLS, PERfORMANCE STILLS, PHOTOGRAPHY,
ETC.) fOR MANifEST PROMOTIONAl ADVERTISING: POSTERS,
BROCHURES, WEB SITE & MORE. OVER 500,000 PRINT
MATERIALS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED. If YOU'RE GRADUATING IN
JANUARY, JUNE, OR AUGUST, SUBMIT YOUR WORK AND BE SEEN!

HOW TO SUBMIT: Bring o CD-ROM with your imoges ond o printout of the

imoges to: Gloss Curto in Gollery, 1104 S. Wobosh, 1st floor /IMAGE SPECS:
300 dpi, otleost5"x 5", B&W or Color (CMYK), jpeg, tiff or scoloble eps 1

Questions? Anio Greiner, 312.344.6642 or ogreiner@colum.edu
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Announcements

* * # I Spnng Break Website!
Lowest prices guaranteed. Free
Meals & Free Drinks. Book II people, get 12th trip free! Group discounts for 6+ www.spri ngbreakdiscounts.com or 800-838-8202
PRO VOICE LESSONS - AS
LOW AS $5! !! Professionally
T rained Vocalist & Vocal Coach
Offering Lessons for Beginner
Stude n ts
:
li veli veli veagai n@ yahoo.com

Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received by 5p.m. on
the Thursday prior to the publishing date.

A career journey begins with a single step at Chicago Job Resource
www.chicagojobresource.com.

Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25 per word with
a$5 minimum. All classified ads must be pre-paidin
full prior to publication. All ads will be published in
alphabetical order.

Looking for someone proficient in
using Final Cut 2 editing software to
teach it to a Columbia alum ni. Will
pay per lesson. I can meet the tutor
on campus. I have my own laptop &
FC2 software. Call 312-576-1156.

Three Ways to Place aClassified Ad

.,
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• C h ips and Salsa, Cookies, Brownies ,•
R ed B ull , Mocha F rappucinos, and
mo r e ....

MoonLight 8 akers. com
Op en from 9pm-3am
S a t-T h u r

•

t:;

312-212-1660

d ~ ivery!

limited
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$1 0 . 00

mi ~
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Online surveys makes you $75.
Receive two fully paid airline tickets
MoneyAuthor.com

1Online
Visit www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.
2By Mail
Send your typed or printed ad copy along with your
full name. city. state. zipcode and phone number
with full payment to: Chris Richert. 600 s. Michigan
Ave .• Chicago, ll60605.
3By Fax
Fax your typed or printed ad copy along with yotJr
full name. city, state. zip code and phone number
with full payment to 312/344-B032.

M4MUSA.com the# I gay college
dating website IM chat and lOOO's of
picture ads. America's largest gay
dating service enter code UC29.
Please check your ad a:nd report
any errors to us by the next. issue's
deadline so that corrections can be
made. We will not be responsible for
errors or failure to run an ad except to
the extent of the cost of the first
insertion of the ad. We reserve the
right to categorize, edit, and refuse
classified ads.

This is Columbia.
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$10 ·off any purchase of $50 or more
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$20 off any purchase of $100 or more
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The helpful place.
South Loop Ace Hardware
725 S. State Street

Wabash & Washington Ace Hardware
26 N. Wabash Avenue

312-461-0900

312-726-7777
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New residences
put squeeze on
public parking
0

Pa rking issue irks South Loop bu sinesses

By Jeff Danna
City Beat E<itor

As new residential buil di ngs
conti nue to sprout up across the
South Loop in place of paved lots,
public parking has become an
increasingly precious commodity
for local businesses.
"What's happened with development in the Near South area is
it's become a place where people
are sell ing existing property, and a
lot of surface level parking is
being eaten up by developers,"
said Bonnie Sanchez-Carlson,
president and exec uti ve director
of the Near South Planning Board .
The city's new zoning o rdinance, which took effect Nov. ! ,
calls for new residential developments to offer approx imately one
parking space for each housi ng
unit, said Pete Scales, spokesman
for the Chicago Depanment of
Plannirtg and Development.
Because some reside nts own
more than one vehicle, th is parking situation can pose a problem,
Sanchez-Carlson said. Parking
also becomes di fficult, she
explained, when res idents have
visi tors who bring their own vehicles and must fi nd a place to park
temporarily.
Such parki ng pred ica ments
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cause an overflow of vehicles onto
the street, which Sanchez-Carlson
and local business owners said
elim inates parking for customers
and patrons.
" We virtually have little or no
parking for visitors," said Carina
Carusi, curator for the G lessner
House Museum, 1800 S. Prairie
Ave. " We were promised by [reside ntial] developers we would
have parking."
Those who live in buildings surrounding the Glessner House are
allowed street parking by permit
only, leaving few spaces for museum guests, Sanchez-Carlson said.
Of the approximately 75 to 80
parking spaces on the stree ts
around the museum, the Glessner
House needs about 20 to 30 on a
busy day, and visitors have trouble
finding that many, Carusi said.
During football season, parking
in the Prairie Avenue Distric t
becomes more difficult, Carusi
explained, because Bears fans
leave their vehicles on the streets
and walk to nearby Soldier Field.
" We' ve been here since !966,
and we've pushed th rough the
development of this area," Carusi
said. "Now we' re just being swallowed up."
Scales is aware of complaints

Theresa ScarbroughfThe Chronicle

Parking for the Glessner House Museum, 1800 S . Prairie Ave., is being taken up by residents of
the Prairie Avenue District with permits to park their vehicles on the street, said Corina Carusi,
museum curator. Elsewhere in the South Loop, other business owners feP-1 their customers have
too few parking options.
from employees of South Loop
businesses, but he doesn't believe
the parking situation is dire
enough to develop more public
lots.
He also said the city typically
does not fund public parking, preferring to encourage reside nts to
take
public
transportation.
Because the South Loop is close
to Chicago's business district,
Scales belie ves residents should
try to alleviate parking concerns
by relying less on automobiles
and more on alternative modes of
transpon ation.
In doing so, people who live in
buildings with a unit to parking
space ratio of about 1 to I can ease
vehic le congestion in the parking
lots and on the street, Scales said.
" If the private market bears it
out, we'd look into enten aining a
parkin g garage [in the South
Loop]." he said.
But for some businesses, like

the Glessner House, a parking
garage would be beneficial now.
"We don' t necessarily want free
parking," Carusi said. "We just
feel the vis itors have no options.
So we wouldn' t have a problem
with a garage or pay lot."
Other South Loop businesses,
like Blackie's restaurant, 755 S.
Clark St., are also feeling the
effects of limited public parking.
Since construction began on the
Roosevelt Road ?nd Clark Street
intersection, Polk Street, which
intersects C lark near Blackie's,
has served as a detour route for
traffic, and the city removed the
parking me te rs Blackie's c ustomers typically use, said Ora
Caston, manager of the restaurant.
As a result, Caston said, customers are short on parking
options elsewhere in the area, and
e mployees some times have to
drive around Printers' Row for 15
to 20 minutes in search of parking.

"People complain they don ' t
want to pay for parking [in a lot]
and then pay $15 to $20 for a
meal," Caston said. "That's $30
right there."
Ed Hebson, owner of Hackney's
on Printers' Row, 733 S. Dearborn
St., said that while his restaurant's
lunch customers typically visit on
foot, dinner guests usually drive.
Because some Printers Row residents . use on-street parking,
Hackney's customers have trouble
finding places to park nearby.
Hackney's employees direct
guests who dri ve to pay lots close
to the restaurant, but,. like those
who visit Blackie's, some are not
willing to pay several,_dollars to
park while they dine.
Still, Scales said, South Loop
residents need to remember the
neighborhood is not the only area
in Chicago experiencing parking
woes-finding a place.t<? park can
be a hassle anywhere in the city.
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charge agains t the co mpany
the
U.S.
Ju stice
from
Depart men t, which is seeking
$280 bil lion from the company.
Despite all of thi s, Swedlow
does not think bankruptcy is
proba ble because of the tobacco
industry's solid customer base.
"Ba nkruptcy is not plaus ible
when they have a captive consumer market who wi ll buy cigarette;
no matter
what,"
Swedlow said. " But tha t does n' t
mea n tha t Phili p Morris wou ldn' t argue that to defea t thi s
claim."
Swedlow sai d th at he and
Power wo uld pursue the class
action ; uit as far as needed o n
behalf of Ill ino is smokers. Five
j ustices heard Philip Morris's
appeal on Nov. I 0 and, though
cases rn other states are stalled
in the ~:ou rts , dependi ng o n this
case'; o utcome. No verdict is
expected until well into 2005.
" I would either be disappoint ed or pleasantl y surprised if the y
decided be fore nex t year."
Swedlo\\ sai d.
At the state S upreme Cou rt
level. there is nothi ng to do but
wail for a verd ic t, however.
Acc01 d111g to S wed low, th e cou rt
w ill determ ine whether the case
could h•: tried fu rther on fcd ~ral
ground o r whether it i; a st·>t c
certifl•:rl cl ass action , rendering

the vcH!rLL Ima l fo r e ither side.
W!llram Henderson, an associate professor of law at Indiana
Uni vcr'> rty rn Bloomington, sa id
thi s " because there a re certa in
cases " here a gray area a llow~
for \late justi ces to decide
ab;olutcly.

"States have general j uri sd iction, whic h means they can hear
di ffe re nt types o f cases. Though
the fede ral courts can overru le
dec is ions made by the s tate,
there are still areas of law where
state and federal rule is intertwined," Henderson explained.
Aside from the uncerta inty of
how it wi ll ru le, the court presents another wi ld card in this
case. The Supreme Court benc h
in Ill inois has s hu ffl ed for this
class action, w ith one j ustice
opting not to hear it because
Power is already representing
him in another unrelated case.
T he recent election of new
j ustice Lloyd Karmeier brings
the most uncertainty, however.
Four judges on the court must
agree on the eventual dec ision.
With one rec used, those
involved with the case wonder
whether Karmeier, who wi ll not
be sworn in until Dec. 6, will
c hoose to participate. Even
though Karmeier was not in
o ffice to hear the case, it will
most like ly continue well after
he is sworn in.
T he j udges who pres ided over
the Nov. I 0 heari ng wi ll most
li kely take a long time to review
the case, Swedlow said.
Jo hn Sorre ll s, a d irec tor of
ex te rnal communi cations for
Ahria Group Inc., said the company appreciated that the justices knew the in formation in the
case.
"We felt the arguments went
very well and the judges were
well-prepared and we loo k forward to a deci s io n," Sorre ll s
said .

. l
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.Ftre 1g•• ers extmgu s hed a small fire tha t broke out lo the Lake Shore Plaza apartment bulkf
1ng, 445 E .. Ohto St., ar<?und 8 :25 p.m. on Nov. 22. Chicago Fire Department officials said no
one w~s InJured In t~e f!re that started In the 22nd floor lobby, and the Office of Fire
,
lnves t1gat1on 1s lookmg mto wh~t caused the fire. Firefighters ordered residents to stay In tile
buil~mg, but s e veral people ex1ted on their own. Some res idents were concerned QecaU$9
no ftre alarms sounded. For the full story, visit www.ColumbiaChronicle.cam.
•
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Field's 'whitens' windows
for coming holiday season
0 Snow White story receives modern touches for State Street displays
sculptors and costumers to finally opened up. For the past nine years,
bring the story to life.
Field's has been introducing new
The designers used a mix of tra- themes, attempting to outdo itself
It's a whi te Chris tmas at
Marshall Field's this year, with the ditional and modern details in the every year.
"There is something exciting
annual holiday windows on State displays. Some twists in the story
Street now open to reveal its theme include: an urbanized horse-drawn about offering guests a new presenof Snow White- The Fairest Tale carriage that resembles a taxicab in tation and new stories every year,"
one scene; and the diamond mine Meadows said. Adding that someof All.
The I I windows depict the story where the Seven Dwarfs work times it can be difficult to please
Scarbrough!The Chronicle
based on the original version of the becomes a disco at night. In one everyone with the displays. but Marshall Field's, 111 N. State St., unveiled its traditional holiday
window scene, Snow White has a they certainly try.
Grimm Brothers' classic fairy tale.
window scheme on Nov. 13. This year's theme is Snow WhiteAshley Meek, 20, said she didn't
'This year's theme was chosen bag that resembles a design by
The Fairest Tale of All, which will remain open u ntil Jan. 10.
because it fo lded very nicely into Louis Vuitton, yet the letters are relate much to last year's theme of
Charlie and The Chocolate Factory, revealed something unique and the windows every year and
the company's overall ho liday replaced with an S and W.
Tho ugh the holiday windows but was very excited about this interesting by adding contempo- attempts to make a trip to see them
strategy of a white Christmas," said
rary, attractive details." Meek said when s hopping downtown with
Amy Meadows, Field's visual mar- have been a cherished tradition for year's.
"I think that this story is more she especially enjoyed how they family and friends.
keting manager at the Oagship many Chicagoans going back about
I 00 years, use of animation dates recognizable to people than the one incorporated current fashion details
The holiday windows opened
store, II I N. State St.
According to Meadows, a team back only 60 years, according to from last year," Meek said. 'They and quirky twists into the displays. Nov. 13 and the display will end
took a well known sto ry and
Meek said she looks forward to Jan. 10.
of Field's executive, creative and Meadows.
"Technology has really driven . - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - marketing departments
from
Chicago and its home base in the advancements in animated winMinneapolis collaborate to discuss dows," Meadows said. "It has
and decide on each year's theme. opened the door to introduce new
Advocates hope that latest reports persuade Illinois legislators to act
The design process usually begins window themes over the years."
According to Meadows, it used
about 18 months in advance.
and Jiving in poverty, and attend- singled out and had their issues
Bv
Sarah
Sommens
ing college and living at o r below addressed. The Illinois Poverty
Meadows said it takes a mini- to be common-and expected- to
Cootl'bJting Writer
mum of 25 people, including see the same theme in the windows
the poverty line. The U.S. Summit, founded in I999, is the
Homeless
advocates
have
painters, carpenters and laborers, to three years in a row. Back then, it
Department of Health and Human first allempt that has been ll'ade at
stressed urgency in response to a
build the windows. In addition, it wasn't seen as redundant, but tradiServices sets the poverty level at a addressing youth poverty in
re port that cited an alarming
yearly income of $9,310 for an lllinois, according to Mohn. The
takes another group of 25 artists, tion, she said. In a technology driven world, more possibilities have increase in the number of youths individual and $18,856 annual information presented by the sumafflicted by poverty.
mit will be the basis for establishincome for a famil y of four.
The 2004 Report on Illinois
Teens Jiving in "deep poverty" ing a task force that will produce
Poverty, released at the Illinois
are "trying to live on 50 percent or legislative and administrative recPoverty S ummit, found that an
less of the poverty level," Mohn ommendations.
overwhelmi ng 26,000 youths are
As of now. many ho meless
said. It's a populatio n so large
homeless in Illino is, and thouthat they could constitute as the youths around the city have their
sands more are living in poverty.
own
opinions o n how the state
second largest city in Illinois.
In addition, the report found that
what Mohn is calling the "ci ty of could help their predicament .
llli nois has the highest rate of high poor youths," o nly bested by
"I think we should have centralschool dropouts in the Midwest.
ly located teen centers open 24
Chicago in population.
Illinois is experienci ng the
In recent mo nths, Illinois has hours where teens on the street can
"worst manifestation of youth
experienced an alarmi ng increase go to receive informatio n on getpoverty yet," said Rev. Dr. Sid in the number of fam ilies that are ting back on their feet," Dixon
Mohn, president of Heartland having to make tough dec isions on said.
Alli ance for Human Needs & how to spend the lillie money they
She also hopes to see centers
Rights, the organization that coor- have on essentials like food. rent where youths Jiving on the streets
dinated the s ummit, "the youths' o r costs for their chi ldren. could get their GED. be taught
future looks dim ."
Unfortunately, sometimes chi l- about sex awareness and receive
C rysten Dixon, 22, who has
dren don't make it into the budget. free condoms, while also gelling
been homeless on and off for the
"These families are having to the s upportive counseli ng they
last six years, said her greatest make choices we would never want need.
fru stratio n has been finding s up- to make," said Amy Rynell. the
Mohn hopes that the facts preport.
director of Mid-America Institute sented in the recent report, in comAt present, it is estimated that on Poverty of Heartland Alliance, bination with community s upport,
175,653 Illinois youth ages I 2 to "choices we shou ldn't have to will be enough to get the legisla24 are Jivi ng in what is called make in this state, or country."
tors moti vated. Mo hn warned
"deep poverty," according to the
It is Rynell and others' hope that that it is ti me to "get the d~rt o ut
2004 Report on Illinois Poverty: the report will spur legislators into from under the rug and tnto plain
"Breaking the Cycle of Poverty action. "The preliminary data sight." or else the rcpcr<:u,sions
for Illinois Teens."
was very compelling," Ryne ll "will reverberate with c.!ven
The teen poverty population is said, adding that the numbers in greater exp losion in the future."
made up of youth li ving with a rising youth poverty and deep
Legislative and admint;,trative
parent o r guardian who Ji ves at or poverty seem to have struck a recommendations are set to be
Theresa Scarbrough!The Chronicle
below the poverty line, except for chord with legis lators.
published and ready for presentaThe Snow White story on display in Marshall Field's street winthose over 18, who fall into two
tio n at the upco ming 2005 General
This
is
the
first
time
young
peodows depicts an updated version of the c lassic tale, complete
additio nal categories, independent ple Jiving in poverty have been Assembly.
with taxi cabs, disco dancing and mock Louis Vuitton purses.
ev Sarah Hetland

Stall Writer

Youth poverty numbers alarm advocates
0

watch valued at $15,000 and $200
in cash. No one has been arrested
in connection with this incident.
•
An 18-year-o!d male was
taken into custody for criminally
damaging a vehic.le at 9:30 p.m.
on Nov. 20 at the University
Center of C hicago. 525 S. State
St.
•
Police responded. to a purse
snatching on the CTA platform
at 1167 S . State St. at 11:30 p.m .
on Nov. 22. No one has been
arrested in connection with this
incident.

-Comp/U.d by JeffDannat/lroush
informatkm provided by the
Chicago PoUce Department

Purse
Snatching
Criminal
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"Light" c igarettes have tiny pinholes in the filter pap~r de,siglnell. .fO
carcinogen inhalation, but smokers often cover these pores
fingers or mouths when smoking.
The National Cancer Institute, a government agency, says that "light"
cigarettes provide no benefit to smokers' health.
The machines that tobacco companies )!S } o measure whether a
cigarette is "light" smoke cigarettes iffer:ently than human smokers.
Smokers who switch to "light" cigarettes often compensate for the por.gjls
paper by smoking more of the clgarett as, :well as taking deeper puffY.
Most "light" tobacco companies had e
for m any years, such as Philip iJiov is M:
mid-20Q3, even though smokers-were in
of toxins.
~

~"lower tar" on ttl! abel
r.o Lights boxes had until
g basically
same amout

Photos by Eric Davis, Graphic by Ryan Dugganffhe Chronicle

One hefty verdict for
a
la~!!J

'fight'
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lllinois smokers take Philip Morris to court fb~consumer fraud

was tried, since the product was mac hines to measure the amount
introduced by Philip Morr is of tar in a cigarette, a method
When a smoker pull s a ciga· USA in 197 1. He used the state- a pproved by the Federal Trade
rette from a " li ght"' or ·· ultra- mcnt s on th e box as ev ide nce Commi ssion. However, the
li ght'' pack, is that perso n that the smo kers he a nd his asso- machines do not take into
expecting a healthier cigarette, ciate, Joseph Power Jr. , repre- account th e varied habits of
or j ust a di fferent taste?
scnted were harmed by co n- hum a n
smoke rs,
whic h
T hompson brings up on behal f of
Th is is th e multibilli on-doll ar sumer fraud.
question be hind the class action
The attorney for the defendant , Phi lip Morris USA. The idea is
lawsuit against the world 's Ja mes Tho mpson, a form er that since the results of these
largest tobacco co mpany, Philip Illino is governor, argued that tests are of publ ic record a nd
Morris US A, currently pending there is no way to prove that endorsed by the FTC, consumers
in the Illino is Supreme Court. fn each of the 1.1 million smokers are aware that " light" cigare ttes
th e case, Philip Morris, which is was hurt. The co ns ume rs are no safer than regular ones.
The debate comes down to
owned by Altri a Group Inc., has received exactly what was sold
been accused o f leading 1. 1 ,----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , whe ther smokers kne w that
milli on Il lino is " light" ciga"Bankruptcy is not plausible
there is no safe cigarette, or
when they have a captive con- wh ether years of advertiserette smokers to believe th at
" light'' cigarettes arc healthier sumer market who will buy ciga- ments led these consumers to
than regul ar ones. Thi s is the
rettes no matter what."
believe that " light" c igarettes
firs t U.. S. tri al of a cla ss
were some how be tte r for
By Alicia Dorr

City Beat Edrtor

action laws uit c la imi ng a tobacco company committed
con"• mer fraud .
At the Nov. I 0 hearing of
Phil ip Morris USA' s appea l,
Stephen Swcdl ow showed the
j ustices a poster-sized pi ct ure o f
a pac k of Marlboro Lights .
Pointi ng to " lowe r in tar and
nicotine" and " light" statements
on the box, he a ll eged that the
compa ny's adverti sing led c ustomers to consider the c igarettes
less dangerous. T hough this may
havc indeed hu rt some of those
who smoked the " light"' cigarettes, the class action is concern ed with consumer fraud
committed by the compa ny.
"W hat smo kers of Marlboro
Li ghts didn ' t know, and couldn ' t
know, is that both o f those promises we re lies," argued Swcdlow
of Chicago law firm Swcdlow &
King LLC.
Swedlow used the poster 10
demonstrate what a person buying a pac k o f " light " ciga rettes
would have seen be fore the case

Stephen Swedlow, Swedlow &
King LLC
to them if smoked in the sa me
way as a regul ar cigarette.
T hompson said . 1-le went o n to
point ou t that there was no way
to measure the da mage to each
smoker. beca use every smoker
treats a cigarette differe ntl y.
"The theory is that even if a
' light ' cigarette is capa ble of
giving low tar a nd low ni cotine
when compa red w ith a reg ul ar
cigarette. smokers compe nsate.
They buy the li ght cigarettes but
then they take deepe r pu ffs, or
more puffs, or more rapid puffs,''
Tho mpson argued in co urt.
Tho mpson sa id the smoke rs
were "de l ibc rate ly overridin g"
the features of the product that
g ive it the uesig natio n " light,"'
such as th e tiny holes in the filt e r
desi gned to di lute th e amount o f
as h a nd chemicals that the smoker usua ll y inha les. Tobacco com pa nics usc spec ial smokin g

the m.
Philip Morris USA claims
that the term " light" docs not
refer to the amount of tox ins in
a c igarette, but the tas te.
According to An gela Forfia, senio r coordinator of health programs for the A me rican Lung
Associ at io n of Metropolitan
Chicago , this is where the case
of consumer fraud gets tric ky.
"T ho ugh [tobacco compa nies]
ha ve started to re late that there is
no such thing as a lower tar cigare tte, that does not change the
fac t that it was on the package
for years," Forfi a said. " People
still associate wrong ly that light
cigarettes are safer. "
Tobacco compani es used to
ma rket " li ght" cigarettes to
smo kers w ho wanted to quit ,
according to Forfia, and s he said
that thi s 'still holds true today.
She ex plained that the di stinctions between " li ght" and regula r
c igarettes, suc h as the porous
pape r, arc usuall y what lead
smoke rs to beli eve the produc t is

better for them.
The low tar labe l in question
was taken off packs of " light"
cigarettes in 2003. T hough it was
taken off at the same time that
the consumer fraud case against
Philip Morris was or iginally
being tried in Madison County,
Ill. ,
Philip
Morris
USA
spokesman Dana Bolde n said it
was removed in accordance with
Food and Drug Administration
requirements. Bolden also said
the label was changed to give the
c igare ttes appropri ate " marke t
designation."
"We changed it as a responsible way of communicating w ith
our custo mers until there is an
indu stry standard," Bolden said.
The plain tiffs in thi s case
include people who purchased
Marlboro or Cambridge Lights
any time be tween 1971 and Feb.
8, 200 I, a period in which the
low tar labels were on every box
of the cigarettes, according to
Swedlow.
Despite the large number of
members in this case, it is not the
largest group ever represented in
a class action lawsuit against
tobacco. However, Thompson
argued in court that the opposing
council did not demonstrate that
e very person had been defrauded.
"Some smoke rs get less. Some
smokers get more. So me smokers don't compensate. How can
you have a classwide conclu sion
that compe nsation is I 00 percent ?" Thompson argued.
According to Swedlow, a cl ass
action lawsuit is appropriate in
this case. Swedlo w e xplained
that in a case like thi s one, where
many people have bee n harmed
by a company's action, each
would ha ve too s mall a
recovery to bring to court
the
indi vidu all y- li ke
cost of a pac k of cigarettes- it is more effi as a grou p.
''[The low
labe l] appeared
every package
Marlbo ro Lig hts
sold to every single class mem-

ber in this case," Swedlow said.
The smokers in the class
action prevailed in early 2003
w hen Madison County Judge
Nicolas Byron ordered the
tobacco company to pay $10.1
billion in compensatory and
punitive damages, interest and a
certain amount for lawyers' and
case handling fees, the largest
dollar verdict in Illinois history.
Byron also slapped the company w ith a $12 billion bond,
w hich Philip Morris USA said
could bankrupt them, as it is still
regularly paying 46 U.S. states
portions of a $206 billion settleme nt from 1998. The state
Supreme Court reduced the bond
considerably and sped the closely watched case past the intermed iate appellate court to hear the
appeal directly.
Attorneys for the defendant
claimed that this appeaJ was necessary for Philip Morris USA,
because the $ 10.1 billion price
tag and the former $12 billion
bond might have been too much.
The company fac ed several large
lawsuits around the country.
According to the we b site of
Altria, Philip Morris USA's parent company, 22 cases are currently going to trial, pending or
on appeal against the company
across the nation, adding up to
more than hal f a billion dollars
in possible damages. This does
not incl ude the racketeering

See Lawsuit, Page 18

